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Introduction

Building Leadership: Findings From a Longitudinal Evaluation 

of the Kellogg National Fellowship Program

As part of the celebration of the 50th anniversary of the founding of the

W.K. Kellogg Foundation (WKKF), the Board of Trustees voted in 1980 to

launch a national program in leadership development. Given the title Kellogg

National Fellowship Program (KNFP) (later to become the Kellogg National

Leadership Program [KNLP]), the experiment proved to be so successful that

it is regarded as one of the premier leadership development programs in the

nation. As a result, WKKF continued to operate the National Fellowship

Program between 1980-2001. While the program focused on the leadership

development of individuals, the impact was far broader, resulting in trans-

forming changes in communities, agencies, institutions, nonprofit organiza-

tions, and eventually businesses and governments – at the local, state, and

national levels. Wherever Kellogg fellows served, they brought the leadership

lessons learned through KNFP to guide them in influencing leadership devel-

opment of their colleagues, organizations, and communities. 

Because WKKF early in the process recognized the potential of KNFP, the

Institute for Social Research (ISR) at the University of Michigan was employed

to conduct a longitudinal evaluation of the impact of the program on the partic-

ipants. Led by Dr. Gregory B. Markus, ISR conducted hundreds of interviews

with Kellogg fellows from each participating group. ISR is now in the process of

completing evaluation interviews with the last group of KNFP/KNLP fellows –

Group XVI. KNFP provides a valuable resource for scholars and practitioners in

the field of leadership studies. Since the program spans a time period when the

field of leadership studies began to mature, the knowledge and collective wis-

dom about individual leadership, diversity, community change, transforming

leadership, servant leadership, connective leadership, and collaborative leadership

represents a virtual gold mine of leadership development.

While KNFP was never a static program, i.e., the same program offered for each

group selected, the evaluation study is comprehensive in its examination of the

impact on the individual fellows as well as the impact of program components

on leadership development. Throughout its twenty-one years of operation, the

philosophy of KNFP was based on the belief that leadership is both relational

and a process. Thus, the structure as it evolved provided for a strong network of

committed, emerging leaders, a safe place for authentic discussions, experiential

learning opportunities, supportive mentors, and encouraging challenges for 
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participants to move beyond their individual comfort levels in order to learn

to take risks as well as develop an interdisciplinary understanding of social and

cultural issues. 

With this publication, Dr. Markus provides an evaluation story of a bold experi-

mentation in leadership development over the last 21 years. It is an important

contribution to the study of leadership as well as chronicles over a decade of

leadership efforts by the W.K. Kellogg Foundation. For all of us who have had

the privilege to serve in KNFP, this study is a celebration of the creative, innova-

tive spirit of Kellogg fellows, advisers, staff, and all who participated globally in

the Kellogg leadership journey. 

We are indebted to the talents of Dr. Gregory B. Markus and the ISR staff for

their tenacity in tracking down Kellogg fellows, their scholarship in the design

and implementation of a comprehensive evaluation plan, and the willingness to

share the results of their efforts with all of us who value leadership education and

development. This study is not intended to be the last word on leadership devel-

opment; it is only intended to join with several other publications supported by

WKKF to tell the story of leadership lessons learned from the operation of a

remarkable investment in the talents of others. As Mr. Kellogg stated, “I will

invest my money in people.” For 21 years, WKKF acted as the good steward of

Mr. Kellogg’s funds and philosophy through its investment in 701 Kellogg fellows

and more than 90 advisers. For the first time, the results of that investment are

told in Building Leadership: Findings From a Longitudinal Evaluation of the Kellogg

National Fellowship Program.

With deep respect for the thoroughness of his research and his devotion to work-

ing with KNFP over the last decade, I express appreciation to Dr. Gregory B.

Markus and the entire staff of ISR for their hard work and dedication to the

W.K. Kellogg Foundation. To the readers, I encourage you to use this work to

enhance your own efforts in leadership development and investment in others,

and we trust that our efforts will be informative to your own work and that you

will continue to contribute to the growing literature of leadership studies. 

Roger H. Sublett

Director, Kellogg National Fellowship/Leadership Program

W.K. Kellogg Foundation

Battle Creek, Michigan 

May 30, 2001
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Background

To Russ Mawby and his colleagues at the W.K. Kellogg Foundation in Battle

Creek, Michigan, the tumultuous times of the late 1960s and early 1970s cast

in stark relief the mismatch between the complex challenges facing human

society, on the one hand, and the trend toward narrowness and specialization

within academia and the professions, on the other. While respecting all the

benefits that come from intense focus and specialization, the Foundation

decided that something had to be done to help skilled specialists broaden their

perspectives; reach out across disciplinary boundaries; comprehend the urgent

need for socially oriented, effective leadership; and develop their capacities to

provide such leadership.

The Foundation’s response to this challenge was to launch the Kellogg National

Fellowship Program (KNFP) (later to become the Kellogg National Leadership

Program[KNLP]) on the fiftieth anniversary of the Foundation in 1980. The

plan was to select 40 to 50 fellows annually from a pool of nominees and pro-

vide them with sufficient resources so that they might be released from a portion

of their job responsibilities to engage in a three-year-long quest to broaden their

intellectual horizons and bolster their capacities for leadership. Under the guid-

ance of a team of senior advisers, fellows created and carried out self-directed

experiential learning plans. In addition, they participated in a series of intensive

seminars convened across the United States and internationally, and they

engaged in various small-group learning activities, largely of their own creation.

KNFP began as an experiment, on a year-by-year basis. Initially, only individu-

als under the age of 40, from land-grant universities, and with primary interests

in agriculture, post-secondary education, or health were eligible. The program’s
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initial success encouraged the Foundation to expand eligibility to include appli-

cants from all institutions of higher learning, nonprofit organizations, and, even-

tually, government and the private sector. As eligibility expanded and as the pro-

gram came to acquire a national reputation, the composition of successive

groups of Kellogg fellows became increasingly more diverse. Women and mem-

bers of historically underrepresented racial and ethnic groups came to figure

more prominently in KNFP, not only in their sheer numbers but in terms of

enlarging and informing the array of issues, interests, and approaches to learning

and leadership that the program came to embrace. 

Lawyers and librarians, physicists and fire fighters, engineers and English teach-

ers, chemists and community organizers came together in settings as varied as

the peaks of the Rocky Mountains and the depths of copper mines in southern

Chile. They learned from invited presenters, from hands-on experience and,

especially, from each other. They challenged and inspired one another, and, with

the support and encouragement of the KNFP staff, they established an enduring

network of professional and personal relationships. People working together in

the context of an evolving structure thus created a powerful model for fulfilling

the foundation’s mission of “helping people help themselves through the practi-

cal application of knowledge.”

Over the years, perhaps the most significant change in the program was the way

that leadership development came to be its core mission, with other programmatic

elements supporting that mission. At the same time, KNFP’s curriculum and prac-

tices evolved to reflect changing understandings of leadership and the process of

leadership development, as discussed inthe following pages. Indeed, the program

has not only reflected those changes, it has also helped to initiate them. This

occurred through program replication, seminars and national forums, contributions

to the literature on leadership (see, for example, Allen et al., 1998; Couto, 1996;

Johnson et al., 1994; Matusak, 1997; Walshok, 1995), and through the impact that

fellows have on the organizations they lead and the communities they serve.

The evolution of programmatic content and the increasing diversity of successive

groups of fellows permit some direct tests of how those developments affected

relevant outcome variables. As will be seen in the following pages, changes in

KNFP are reflected clearly in assessments of programmatic impact, both in the

near term and in the long term. 
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Evolving Understandings of Leadership

and Leadership Development

Organizational structures and leadership practices in the public, private, and

nonprofit sectors underwent dramatic change during the 20 years of KNFP’s

existence. In the corporate world, a culture of command-and-control was

increasingly supplanted by self-directed teams, open-book management,

broad-based employee stock ownership, and the “living company” (de Geus,

1997). In the public sector, anachronistic procedures and bureaucratic red-

tape gave way to a “reinvented,” customer-friendly government and to greater

citizen involvement in local and regional governance (Osborne and Gaebler,

1992). Among nonprofit agencies and organizations, expert-centric practices

directed at ameliorating the perceived deficiencies of clients were eclipsed by

approaches that emphasized shared power and collaboration among stakehold-

ers in bolstering community strengths (Kretzmann and McKnight, 1993;

Maton, 2000; McKnight, 1995; Minkler, 1997).

At the same time, the scholarly literature on leadership was undergoing its

own revolution. That literature began with a basis in what Barker (1994)

termed a feudal paradigm of governance and social structure, the modern

roots of which go back to Machiavelli (1981). Leadership literature grounded

in the feudal paradigm continues to occupy many linear feet of shelf space in

the business sections of book stores. The authors of these books focus upon

the personality characteristics, traits, and leadership styles of “great men” and

upon what are presumed to be effective strategies for inducing compliance,

exercising influence, exerting power, and achieving one’s goals through others

(e.g., Bennis and Nanus, 1985; Bennis, 1988; Conger, 1992). The feudal con-

ception of leadership “at its heart ... is based on people’s perceptions of power-

lessness, their lack of personal vision, and their inability to master the forces of

change, deficits which can be remedied only by a few great leaders” (Senge,

1990: 340).

A new branch in the evolutionary tree of leadership studies arose by merging

the feudal paradigm with the “scientific” study of organizational management,

thereby yielding what has been called the industrial paradigm of leadership

(Rost, 1991). In his magnum opus, The Principles of Scientific Management,

published in 1911, Frederick Winslow Taylor described the classic command-

and-control organization thus: “Each employee should receive every day clear-

cut, definite instructions as to just what he is to do and how he is to do it, and

these instructions should be exactly carried out, whether they are right or wrong.”

This is not to say that Taylor ignored the issue of employee motivation or the
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psychological dimension of work. On the contrary. Yet Taylor reflected the

scientific assumptions of his day, particularly the belief that “the motives which

influence men” can be reduced through scientific analysis and control in the

same way that the physical activities of shoveling iron or cutting metal can be

(Kanigel, 1999). Taylor’s book inaugurated a revolution in management and the

organization of work in the 20th century, and it had a profound effect upon the

way leaders of organizations behaved and the instruction (both formal and

informal) they received. Even if they have discarded the social-engineering

vocabulary of Taylor, most leaders today typically still conceive of organizations

in mechanistic terms and see their mission to be one of “running” their organi-

zations, as one might run a machine: 

We act as if even people were machines, redesigning their jobs as we

would prepare an engineering diagram, expecting them to perform to

specifications with machine-like obedience. Over the years, our ideas of

leadership have supported this metaphoric myth. We sought prediction

and control, and also charged leaders with providing everything that was

absent from the machine: vision, inspiration, intelligence, and courage.

They alone had to provide the energy and direction to move their rust-

ing vehicles of organization into the future (Wheatley, 1997).

In his 1978 book, James MacGregor Burns offered a new paradigm, which he

termed “transforming leadership.” “If we know all too much about our leaders,

we know far too little about leadership,” he wrote (Burns, 1978, p. 1). The

unambiguous implication was that leadership is not synonymous with the traits

or talents of “leaders,” and Burns’s intent is explicit in his definition of leader-

ship as “the reciprocal process of mobilizing, by persons with certain motives
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and values, various economic, political, and other resources, in a context of

competition and conflict, in order to realize goals independently or mutually

held by both leaders and followers” (p. 425). By turning attention to the

essentially relational nature of leadership, Burns produced an important revi-

sion of the industrial paradigm. But the emphasis remained upon the men

(almost always men) who “transformed” others by supplying an organization’s

“vision,” persuading followers to share that vision, and motivating them to

transform the vision into reality. Despite rhetoric to the contrary, the “leader”

performs most of the “transforming” in the leader-follower relationship, and

the “leader” almost always occupies a position of formal authority within an

organizational structure (e.g., Bass, 1990; Conger, 1992; Kotter, 1988, 1996;

Petzinger, 1999; Tichy and Devanna, 1990).

Challenges to Traditional Leadership Paradigms

As Barbara Kellerman (1999) discusses in her book, Reinventing Leadership,

leadership programs in the United States draw heavily from material that is

taught in professional schools of management. As useful as that material is, it is

insufficient if the objective is to enhance the capacity of leaders to serve the pub-

lic good. Whether they work in business, government, or nonprofit organiza-

tions, leaders must be comfortable operating across multiple sectors and engag-

ing multiple interests. Public and private organizations also will increasingly find

themselves working the same side of the street, collaborating to address such

issues as public education, environmental quality, health care, and transportation,

to name only a few. In addition, a confluence of social, political, economic, and

cultural circumstances occurring in the last third of the 20th century produced a

radical challenge to traditional conceptions of leadership (see Kellerman, 1999,

ch. 4 and 5). The catalyzing circumstances included: 

• the highly publicized failures in both foreign and domestic arenas of a

string of political leaders and social policies in the U.S. and abroad; 

• equally demoralizing revelations of corruption, malfeasance, and sheer

stupidity in the corporate world; 

• the feminist and environmental movements; 

• dramatically diminished international barriers to exchange – of capital,

products, people and, especially, ideas; 

• rapid changes in the ethnic and cultural composition of national popula-

tions owing largely to new waves of immigration; and

• a technological revolution that vastly increased the complexity of organi-

zational decision making and rapidly accelerated the pace at which criti-

cal decisions had to be made, implemented, assessed, and remade. 
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The Collaborative Leadership Paradigm

Recognizing these realities, a new branch of leadership literature elaborates the

concept of collaborative leadership.1 Gray (1989: 5) defined collaboration as

“a process through which parties who see different aspects of a problem can con-

structively explore their differences and search for solutions that go beyond their

own limited vision of what is possible.” By collaborating, participants come to

identify their shared interests and values and create and implement actions to

advance those shared values and interests in ways that they could not do sepa-

rately. Collaboration involves participants in planning, implementing, and eval-

uating their actions together, sharing leadership responsibilities and decision

making, and building bridges to other communities and organizations. It does

not look to one person for all the answers or direction – it recognizes the leader-

ship potential within each person and enables all “to contribute their gifts” to

the collective enterprise (McKnight, 1987: 57).

Collaboration goes beyond cooperating to achieve shared objectives; it is more

than establishing a division of labor, more than “working together” (Schrage,

1995: 32; Isaacs, 1999). Himmelman (1990) emphasized that at the core of

authentic collaboration is a willingness to enhance the capacity of another for a

common purpose: collaborators willingly yield a measure of their individual

control or authority to create a collective power that transcends the sum of its

parts. In this respect, the collaborative leadership paradigm draws upon the

stewardship and servant leadership models. Stewardship turns hierarchical lead-

ership on its head – a “lowerarchy” in which the primary task of “leaders” is to

ensure that the needs of organizational members are being served rather than to

engage in the exercise of privilege and control. According to Block (1993), stew-

ardship chooses partnership over patriarchy or hierarchy, empowerment over

dependency, and service over self-interest. In his book, The Servant as Leader,

Greenleaf (1970) described this commitment as “wanting to serve first. Then

conscious choice brings one to aspire to lead.” 

Authentic collaboration clearly requires a good measure of “trust, open commu-

nication, shared vision, and shared values” among collaborators (Vandenberg

and Sandmann, 1995: 1; see also, Kouzes and Posner, 1995, ch. 5), which in

turn develop gradually through repeated interactions among participants or,

more rarely, during a concentrated period of intense activity or crisis. Authentic

collaboration is also hard work. It does not happen automatically, and it is not

always comfortable. Achieving worthwhile collective goals often requires staying

at the table and negotiating differences (Eichler, 1995). It requires an under-

standing and appreciation of politics and power relationships and a tolerance for

conflict. It requires discipline and accountability. In this regard, Gray (1989)

cautioned that many well-intentioned efforts at collaborative problem solving
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end up as “exercises in frustration and often exacerbate rather than improve

the situation because careful attention to the process of managing differences

is neglected.” 

Consequently, effective collaboration almost always requires the active presence

of skilled leaders. Chrislip and Larson (1994) pointed out that the leaders who

are most critical to successful community collaboration “are not necessarily the

ones who know the most about the issues,” however, and “they are not the

leaders who tell us what to do.” 

Instead, they are the ones who help us work together constructively.

They do not work through small groups of positional leaders or through

interest groups. On the contrary, they are deeply democratic and inclu-

sive. They have an inherent belief that citizens can work together to

address their own needs.... Any citizen has the capacity to practice col-

laborative leadership. The skills and concepts can be learned....

Thus, the point of the collaborative leadership paradigm is not that leaders are

unnecessary or outmoded – far from it. Nor does it advocate the elimination

of authority and responsibility. Rather, the central tenet is that organizations

are more likely to thrive within complex, continuously changing environments

when leadership comes from many places within the organization, drawing

upon the complementary assets of group members and not confusing leader-

ship with formal authority (see Allen and Cherrey, 2000; Lipman-Blumen,

1996; Kouzes and Posner, 1995, esp. ch. 5, 6). As Wheatley (1997) put it:

People do not need the intricate directions, time lines, plans, and

organization charts that we thought we had to give them. ...But people

do need a lot from their leaders. They need information, access to one

another, resources, trust, and follow-through. Leaders are necessary to

foster experimentation, to help create connections across the organiza-

tion, to feed the system with rich information from multiple sources –

all while helping everyone stay clear on what we agreed we wanted to

accomplish and who we wanted to be.

Traditional conceptions of leadership presume that the leader is capable of

framing the right questions and providing the right solutions. In most modern

settings, however, both presumptions are inevitably untenable: the question is

not whether the “strong leader” approach will fail, it’s when (Heifetz, 1994).

Collaborative leadership avoids trapping both leaders and constituents in

unrealistic expectations. To drive home the distinction between traditional and

collaborative conceptions of leadership, Drath (1996) asked that we accept for

the sake of argument the proposition that “leadership comes first and people
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called leaders come afterward, being produced by leadership.” In such a world, if

members of a group perceived that the group was not performing satisfactorily,

the impulse would not be to find some new leader who would then have

responsibility for diagnosing the problem and prescribing a solution. Instead,

group members would begin to ask one another, “What might we change in the

way we talk to one another – in the way we think about things together?”

Others might ask, “How can we work together differently so that we are all

more on the same page?” 

In such a world, the effectiveness of leadership is determined by the extent

to which people take responsibility for participating in leadership – not

because some leader has figured out how to “share” leadership but because

leadership is a property of the relationships people form when they are

doing something together ... and is therefore affected by the quality and

nature of those relationships.... In such a world, leadership is developed by

developing the whole community of people so that they can participate

more effectively in the relationships of leadership (Drath, 1996: 2).

Leadership and Spirituality

Collaborations are ultimately composed of individuals. Emphasizing collabora-

tive leadership ought not imply that the character and capacities of individuals

who engage in leadership are irrelevant. Peter Senge, for example, believes that,

at bottom, “Leadership has to do with how people are. You don’t teach people a

different way of being, you create conditions so they can discover where their
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natural leadership comes from” (quoted in Sherman, 1995). In a similar vein,

Ed Lawler observed that with the emerging, more holistic conceptions of lead-

ership, what people may need most are experiences that provide them with

better understandings of themselves. If leaders do not know who they are and

trust themselves, it is unlikely that others will come to know or trust them

(Quinn, 1996). Klenke (1993) suggested that leaders are developed through

increased understanding of the moral obligations of leadership and acceptance

of the responsibilities to serve one’s community and society. 

These observations in one way or the other connect leadership with self-

understanding and an awareness of, and respect for, the connections between

one’s self and the human and natural world in which one is embedded

(Chatterjee, 1998; Goleman, 1994; Jaworski, 1998). The concept of spirituality

is often referenced in connection with these ideas, and in a manner that is not

necessarily linked to religion or religious beliefs. As Harrison Owen (1999, p. 7)

noted, to be “inspired” means to have spirit. The idea is that ethically based

leadership presumes a sense of purpose, core values, and – since leadership is

intrinsically a social process – respect for dignity of others. “It’s possible to

wield a knife with great skillfulness to murder somebody. It’s also possible to

wield a knife with great skillfulness to heal somebody,” Parker Palmer has said

(quoted in Jones, 1999). “What animates the hidden heart of the one who

holds the instrument or tool is what counts.”

Beyond its importance for providing inner strength, personal balance, and

direction for leaders (Matusak, 1997, pp. 33-38), spirituality also is central to

the relational essence of leadership. That’s because what leaders do often has a

powerful effect upon the lives of others. Consequently, a leader “must take

special responsibility for what’s going on inside him or her self, inside his or

her consciousness,” says Parker Palmer (1999), “lest the act of leadership cre-

ate more harm than good.” 

I’ve looked at some training programs for leaders. I’m discouraged by

how often they focus on the development of skills to manipulate the

external world rather than the skills necessary to go inward and make

the inner journey. ...On this inner journey we learn that we do not

have to carry the whole load, that we can be empowered by sharing

the load with others, and that sometimes we are even free to lay our

part of the load down. On the inner journey we learn that co-creation

leaves us free to do only what we are called and able to do, and to

trust the rest to other hands. With that learning, we become leaders

who cast less shadow and more light (Palmer, 1999).
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In that vein, Owen (1999) offers that the five functions of leadership are: to

evoke spirit through vision; to grow spirit through collective storytelling; to sus-

tain spirit through structure; to comfort spirit when things fall apart; to raise

spirit, thereby enabling the conditions of renewal. Indeed, for Owen, the phrase

“inspired leadership” is a redundancy, for he defines leadership as “the evocation

and alignment of Spirit” (Owen, 1999, p. 61). 

Spiritually guided leadership focuses on three relational dimensions: the leader’s

relationship with self, the leader’s relationship with a power or force greater than

one’s self, and the leader’s relationship with others (Bolman and Deal, 1995;

Conger, 1994; Keys et al., 1999). In sum, “leadership is more than the accumu-

lation of knowledge, experience, and skills,” to quote Gallos (1997, p. 6). 

It is also desire, conviction, and will. It is mustering internal

strength and drive in the face of insurmountable odds, unpopu-

lar reactions, or community-draining apathy. It is galvanizing all

that one knows and is for the common good. Real leadership is

courage and passion in action. To do our jobs as educators well,

then, we need ways to awaken and channel the essence of the

human spirit. We need a pedagogy of courage and passion.

Leadership and Social Capital

An ethical justification for collaboration on matters of public interest is readily

found in democratic theory (Pateman, 1970; Dahl, 1985, esp. pp. 56-62; Gastil,

1993). As a practical matter, researchers have found that collaboration simply

makes good sense, particularly with regard to the kinds of complex, ill-defined

issues and challenges that communities often face (Boyte and Kari, 1996;

Chrislip and Larson, 1994; Lappé and DuBois, 1994). Collaboration broadens

the informational and experiential base upon which decisions rest. It reflects and

respects the diverse interests of multiple stakeholders and conveys community

ownership of decisions and strategies, thereby enhancing collective responsibility

for successful implementation. More than that, collaboration develops the

capacity of communities to engage in effective problem solving in the future. 

In these respects, collaborative leadership may be linked to the growing litera-

ture on social or civic capital (Coleman, 1990; Putnam, 1993), a literature that

traces its roots back at least as far as Tocqueville (1969). We take it for granted

that physical capital – which may be as primitive as a stone hammer or as com-

plex as a semiconductor factory – is essential to the development and health of

human societies. So, too, do we recognize the importance of financial capital

and, more recently, human capital – that is, the skills and capacities that people

acquire through education and experience. New research in economics, political
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science, history, sociology, psychology, public policy, and business indicates

that social capital – the bonds of trust and norms of reciprocity that develop

through repeated, mutually respectful social interactions – may be every bit as

crucial a factor in determining the quality of life in human societies.

Drawing conclusions from his decades of research in Italy and the U.S., Robert

Putnam (1993, 2000) stated the case for civic engagement in no uncertain

terms: communities do not enjoy a vital civic life because they are more pros-

perous, they are more prosperous because they have a vital civic life. A vital

civil society can serve as a countervailing force to the socially indifferent

impulses of the market and to the politically expansive impulses of government. 

On the demand side, citizens in civic communities expect better gov-

ernment and (in part through their own efforts) they get it. They

demand more effective public service, and they are prepared to act col-

lectively to achieve shared goals....

On the supply side, the performance of representative government is

facilitated by the social infrastructure of civic communities and by the

democratic values of both officials and citizens. Most fundamental to

the civic community is the social ability to collaborate for shared inter-

ests. (Putnam, 1993, p. 182).
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In Trust: The Social Virtues and the Creation of Prosperity, Francis Fukuyama

(1995) argued that high-trust societies tend to develop greater social capital and

consequently enjoy greater economic growth than low-trust societies do.

Likewise, high-trust groups and cultures accumulate greater social capital.

Fukuyama views social capital as the glue that holds the otherwise centrifugal

structures of the market together. That economic prosperity can depend critically

on social as well as financial capital should not be particularly surprising. Nobel

Prize-winning economist Kenneth Arrow wrote in 1972 that “virtually every

commercial transaction has within itself an element of trust.”

Enter the collaborative leader. Recognition of the value of social capital and the

benefits that accrue from public collaboration are not by themselves sufficient to

get (many) people involved, however. In certain essential respects social capital is

a “collective good,” as are many of the social, political, and economic benefits

that derive from it. That is, the contribution of a single person to a community’s

store of social capital is typically negligible; furthermore, individuals can benefit

from the better schools, safer neighborhoods, healthier natural environment,

wiser governance, and more prosperous business climate of a highly civic com-

munity whether or not they have contributed their time, money, skills, and

insights to the collective effort that helped to generate those benefits. In short,

incentives exist to “ride free,” and thus as Mancur Olson (1965) described in his

definitive work, The Logic of Collective Action, collective goods such as social

capital will be underprovided in reasonably large societies in the absence of cer-

tain special circumstances. Among the most important of those “special circum-

stances” is the presence of active, skilled community leadership: individuals act-

ing in relationship to others to encourage broad-based collaboration, lower the

obstacles to participation by shouldering some of its start-up costs, capitalize

upon the diverse talents, traditions, and perspectives of community members,

coordinate thoughtful deliberation and effective action, foster accountability,

and guide the effective deployment of valuable social capital so as to advance

shared interests (Chong, 1991; Chrislip and Larson, 1994; Lichbach, 1996). 

Civic entrepreneurs promote community initiative, action, reflection, learning,

and celebration, putting into motion a virtuous cycle in which social capital tends

to produce collective success, which in turn encourages the generation of new

social capital. By encouraging the development of civil society – the arena that lies

between the market and politics – they help to build a bridge between business

and government  (Henton et al., 1997). Henton et al. found that civic entrepre-

neurs act out of an understanding that their personal long-term interests and those

of their organizations are linked to the health of the local economy and community.

Civic entrepreneurs thus build on the American tradition of civic activism. But

what differentiates them from their counterparts in earlier decades is that they

practice collaborative leadership, facilitating a change process that typically moves

through four stages: initiation (civic entrepreneurs as motivators and networkers),
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incubation (civic entrepreneurs as conveners and coaches), implementation

(civic entrepreneurs as drivers and integrators), and improvement/renewal (civic

entrepreneurs as mentors and agitators). The scope, timing, and success of each

stage vary widely across settings. There is no one-size-fits-all approach.

Community-based leadership development initiatives supported by the

W.K. Kellogg Foundation (1999), the Annie E. Casey Foundation (1995), and

the Industrial Areas Foundation (Cortes, 1993), to name just three, have

found that success is maximized when the plan for leadership development is

mutually determined, with participants sharing leadership and responsibility

for the process and its outcomes, and the process occurs within the context of

the community – relying on local expertise as much as possible and taking

place over the long term. That said, encouraging local responsibility ought not

lapse into thoughtless anti-intellectualism or antiprofessionalism. As Labonte

(1997: 92) pointed out, “Professional is not the antithesis of community.”

Expert knowledge and technical assistance are valuable resources. Denigrating

them “reinforces a we/they polarity and ignores the formative role that respect-

fully delivered, useful, and usable services have often played in developing new

community organizations” (Labonte, 1997: 92), and dismissing expert knowl-

edge and guidance out of hand can promote what Ciulla (1996) has called

“bogus empowerment.” The goal ought not be to sever a community’s links to

professional expertise and resources but rather to develop approaches that

enable communities to capitalize upon them in ways that enhance local capac-

ity rather than overwhelm or disable it. 

Leadership and Complexity 

To thrive in the rapidly changing environment of the age of information,

organizations must continuously adapt and evolve, and they must compete for

resources over extended areas. As Abell (1999) noted, “this is a world that

Charles Darwin, who opened our eyes to evolving, dynamic systems, would

have understood well. It is a world that Isaac Newton, who formulated the

laws that made precise predictions possible and set the tone for the Industrial

Age, would have found disturbing.” As Abell’s reference to Darwin implies,

some of the most promising new work on leadership conceptualizes organiza-

tions as living entities (which, of course, they are) rather than as mechanisms

(see, e.g., de Geus, 1997; Kelly 1995). In particular, it draws on research that

models natural evolutionary processes as complex adaptive systems (CAS).

The concepts with which students of complexity concern themselves are

directly analogous to those of human organizations: adaptation, evolution and

co-evolution, fitness, growth, order (Waldrop, 1992). What succeeds, they

find, are robust systems that in spite of being incompletely understood and

inherently unpredictable are flexible and adaptive. 
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The implications for social organizations and leadership of the line of CAS

research being pioneered by Holland (1996), Kauffman (1996), Anderson

(Anderson et al., 1988), and others are only just now beginning to be under-

stood, but they will be profound (see, e.g., Achi et al., 1995; Axelrod and

Cohen, 2000; Beinhocker, 1997; Wheatley, 1999; Zohar, 1997). One clear

implication is that leaders should give up trying to “run” complex organizations

and should instead encourage working norms (“mental models”) and actions

that maximize an organization’s ability to engage in ongoing functional adaptive

change: leadership as gardening rather than engineering.

Fostering robust adaptiveness can mean de-emphasizing efficiency and empha-

sizing effectiveness instead. Nature is often inefficient, even extravagantly so.

Thousands of cherry blossoms litter the earth to produce a single tree. Billions

of eggs ultimately produce only a small litter of offspring. According to Kelly

(1997), “in the industrial age, the task for each worker was to do his job better;

that’s productivity. Increasingly, however, the task for each worker is not ‘how to

do this job right’ but ‘what is the right job to do?’”  Doing the right next thing,

even inefficiently, is more “productive” than doing the same thing better. Our

ability to solve social and economic problems will be limited primarily by our

lack of imagination in seizing opportunities rather than by our lack of ability to

optimize solutions. In the words of Peter Drucker, “Don’t solve problems, seek

opportunities.” 

The moral of the story for leaders is that they should foster innovativeness and

entrepreneurialism within their organizations – an ethic of constantly trying

things out, keeping what works (for the time being) and discarding what doesn’t

(Collins and Porras, 1997: pp. 140-168). Tight, hierarchical control stifles cre-

ativity and alienates many of the most talented and creative individuals within

the organization. Senge (1990) wrote:

Deep change comes only through ... learning and unlearning.

This is the kind of generative work that most executives are pre-

cluded from doing by the mechanical mind-set and by the cult

of the hero-leader: the hero-leader is the one with “the answers.”

Most of the other people in the organization can’t make deep

changes, because they’re operating out of compliance rather than

out of commitment. Commitment comes about only when peo-

ple determine that you are asking them to do something that

they really care about. For that reason, if you create compliance-

oriented change, you’ll get change – but you’ll preclude the

deeper processes that lead to commitment, and you’ll prevent the

emergence of self-generated change.
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Many organizations have responded to the need to enhance motivation and

increase entrepreneurialism by disaggregating internally – flattening hierarchies

of authority, encouraging cross-functional teams, creating highly autonomous

“skunkworks,” and so forth. Organizations also increasingly promote innova-

tion by forming partnerships and strategic alliances among themselves. These

external relationships can range from the formal and contractual to the highly

informal and voluntary. In some instances, the boundaries between the “inter-

nal” organization and its “external” partners can become quite fuzzy, and

sometimes the very concept of “boundaries” can become unimportant or even

meaningless. Dee Hock’s (1999) pioneering work on what he calls “chaordic”

organizations is particularly relevant here.

Of course, the recommendation is not to pursue innovation and adaptation

blindly, as nature does. When the race is to the swift, focused runners will

outperform random walkers. In this regard, Bruce Abell (1999) cautions that

human organizations are more complex than “natural” systems are, because the

former have explicit social or financial goals: “Those goals are embodied in

ideas. Those ideas – the cognitive frameworks – provide the coherence that

allows creative, independent people to work toward common goals.” That is, a

clearly articulated set of core principles generally helps rather than hinders the

ability of organizational members to respond to changing circumstances rapid-

ly, confidently, and adaptively. Finally, one clear implication of research on

complex adaptive systems is that leaders are well advised to jettison the mental

model that whispers, “If we just worked harder, we could finally get this organ-

ization operating smoothly, efficiently, and in perfect alignment and equilibri-

um.” Complex adaptive systems never reach that state ... until they die.
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Diversity is an Asset in a Complex World

The engine of adaptation and success. The engine of adaptive change and evo-

lutionary success in the natural world is diversity. So it is in organizations. In

exemplary organizations, diversity is neither ignored nor treated as a problem to

be accommodated but is instead regarded as an asset to be put to productive

use. The goal is not tolerance, in the sense that one “tolerates” pain or unpleas-

antness. The goal is for the organization to treasure the diverse interests, cul-

tures, and experiences of its people and, equally important, to utilize the asset of

diversity to achieve shared goals (see, e.g., Thomas and Ely, 1996). Moreover,

diversity is not about race, ethnicity, or gender only but also about age, social

class, occupation, abilities – all the factors that differentiate us and make each of

us distinctive and unique.

In a comparative study of civic participation in 14 U.S. cities, Markus and

Walton found that almost without exception the most effective and admired

civic leaders were individuals who utilized the asset of diversity productively.

From Seattle’s citywide urban village planning process to the influential collabo-

rative research initiatives of Jacksonville (Florida) Community Council Inc., and

in the dozen other cities in between, they observed examples of ways that a

diversity of perspectives and insights was mobilized to inform community work,

making it more inclusive and more effective (Markus, 2000).

To claim that diversity is an asset is not to imply that utilizing it wisely is effortless.

Diversity complicates, even if the complicating is of benefit ultimately. There is no

silver-bullet technique that quickly enables groups of diverse members to collabo-

rate respectfully and in good faith – although some useful lessons may be gleaned

from successful community-based initiatives, particularly with regard to recruit-

ment, building trust and mutual respect, adapting meeting practices to accommo-

date diversity, and engaging youth as community leaders (Rivera, and Erlich, 1995).

Demetria Royals, a Kellogg fellow, has some thoughts worth considering in this

regard. From her vantage point as a Jewish, African-American woman who grew

up in poverty in Brooklyn to become a college professor and creator of documen-

tary films, Royals has seen many organizations that have the right intentions about

valuing diversity but haven’t thought through all the implications of those inten-

tions. In particular, she urges organizations to move beyond what she calls the

Noah’s Ark model of diversity – “two o’ dese, two o’ dose” – to grapple with the

deeper issue of how to leverage diversity in discovering and realizing common

objectives. Royals also has found that organizations can get so wrapped up in

being “inclusive” that people become reluctant to voice constructive criticism,

from both the left and the right. Diversity is important – but so are honesty and

authenticity. Establishing and sustaining a deep appreciation of the complementar-

ity of diversity and shared purpose takes time and effort ... but it is achievable.
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Maintaining a critical perspective is important, because valuing a diversity of

cultures, points of view, and talents must not become a cover story for accept-

ing uncritically those differences that arise from injustice and inequity. As

KNFP adviser Roberto Chené (2000: 15) pointed out: 

Simply put, we are not in conflict because of our racial, ethnic, gender,

religious, linguistic, and other differences. Conflicts related to those dif-

ferences are real but minor. We are in conflict because these differences

are structured into relationships based on dominance. Dominance is

the root of the conflict, not the differences. The conflicts between us

could be worked out rather easily without the dominance-subordina-

tion structure and conditioning in which they are embedded.

Nor is diversity an end in itself. The challenge of leadership is to foster the

alignment of interests and action required to achieve worthwhile collective

purposes while at the same time maintaining sufficient latitude within which

individuals may pursue their various visions of the common good, as well as

their private lives: “wholeness incorporating diversity,” to use John Gardner’s

(1990) phrase. Wheatley and Kellner-Rogers (1998) affirm Gardner’s point:

Clarity at the core of the community about its purpose changes the

entire nature of relationships within that community. These communi-

ties do not ask people to forfeit their freedom as a condition of

belonging. They ... avoid becoming doctrinaire and dictatorial, they

stay focused on what they’re trying to create together, and diversity

flourishes within them. Belonging together is defined by a shared sense

of purpose, not by shared beliefs about specific behaviors. The call of

that purpose attracts individuals, but does not require them to shed

their uniqueness. Staying centered on what the work is together, rather

than on single identities, transforms the tension of belonging and indi-

viduality into energetic and resilient communities.
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Diversity questions “either/or” thinking. Largely in response to the tumultuous

historical changes listed above, it has been the fashion in the literature on leader-

ship to replace what might be called the old yang model of leadership with the

new yin model:

Yang Yin

hierarchy “flatness”

authority consent

manager facilitator

expert “the people”

conflict consensus

competition cooperation

individual team

rational intuitive

specialized holistic

Industrial Age Information Age

Newtonian quantum

linear nonlinear

unity diversity

This tendency misses a key point, however, which is that there is no single

“best” approach to leadership. Is it possible to utilize hierarchy, authority, com-

petition, and expertise in ways that are authentic, ethical, and constructive?  Of

course. Is it also possible for an organization to be flat, team-oriented, coopera-

tive, consensual – and also ineffective, frustrating, even unethical?  Oh, yes. In

this regard, Senge noted that participative openness has become “almost a reli-

gion” in some organizations: “I state my view. You state your view. We all appear

to be contributing to collaborative learning.” Yet if the focus is on the means of

participation rather than on the results of the participation, little real learning

may take place and the quality of decisions may be worse than what traditional,

“authority-based” processes would have produced: “participative openness may

lead to more ‘buy-in’ on certain decisions, but by itself it will rarely lead to 

better-quality decisions because it does not influence the thinking behind peo-

ple’s positions.” (Senge, 1990: 277).

The appropriate solution is not to revert unthinkingly to command-and-control

methods but rather to strive for what Senge, drawing on work by Argyris (1982)
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and Schoen (1983), calls “reflective openness” within the organization.

Reflective openness values critical thought and a willingness to challenge

assumptions – our own and those of our co-workers. There is thus more than

a hint of yang in authentically reflective organizations. Moreover, as Heifetz

(1994) pointed out, group members can be quite adept at avoiding the hard

work of adaptive change, and the presence of a skilled – and even authorita-

tive – leader may be invaluable for fostering norms of reflective learning within

an organization.

As Fritjof Capra noted in his 1982 book, The Turning Point, “what is good is

not yin or yang but the dynamic balance between the two” (p. 36). Indeed,

Jim Collins and Jerry Porras use the yin/yang symbol throughout their fasci-

nating book, Built to Last, to exemplify the point that extraordinary compa-

nies engage in both yin and yang behavior simultaneously:

We’re not talking about mere balance here. “Balance” implies going to

the midpoint, fifty-fifty, half and half. A visionary company doesn’t

seek balance between short-term and long-term, for example. It seeks

to do very well in the short term and very well in the long term. A

visionary company doesn’t simply balance between idealism and prof-

itability; it seeks to be highly idealistic and highly profitable ... In

short, a highly visionary company doesn’t want to blend yin and yang

into a gray, indistinguishable circle that is neither highly yin nor highly

yang; it aims to be distinctly yin and distinctly yang – both at the same

time, all the time (pp. 44-45).
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An integrative understanding of leadership will seek to incorporate yin and yang

elements of leadership in a kind of dynamic tension. Leadership can involve

authority and hierarchy and also relationships and web-like networks; it can

mean seeking stability and fostering dynamic change; it includes honoring the

wisdom of the ages and continuously innovating and learning; it is inward look-

ing yet also richly connected with others; it involves singular solutions and mul-

tiple opportunities, an element of control and of letting go; it is about competi-

tion and collaboration; focusing on the parts and the wholes. In sum, the

metaphor for a vital, adaptive and “leaderful” organization is probably less that

of a balance beam or scales than it is that of a suspension bridge, which derives

its strength from the tensions and connections among its components.

Furthermore, organizations that are successful over the long haul tend to be

ones that draw upon the natural diversity of leadership styles and talents of

group members. That is, leadership strives to answer the question posed by

Harlan Cleveland: “How can we be different together?”
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Study Design and Data Collection

From the beginning, the Kellogg Foundation’s expectation was that KNFP

would begin a developmental process that would continue for fellows long

after they had completed their formal three-year programs. Consistent with

that premise, since 1986 a research team from the Institute for Social Research

at the University of Michigan has conducted an ongoing series of personal

interviews and follow-up surveys with fellows to learn about their post-fellow-

ship activities, experiences, attainments, and aspirations.2 The objective of the

research has been to assess the degree to which KNFP has nurtured and sus-

tained fellows’ commitments to leadership over the long haul and facilitated

their efforts to address complex social issues.

Study Design

Two important research design issues had to be addressed at the outset of the

KNFP evaluation. The first was how to ensure that the study reflected the

interests and insights of all major stakeholders. The second concerned how to

assess reliably what fellows learned as a result of their participation in the pro-

gram, to what degree their capacities for leadership were bolstered, and in

what ways the program influenced their post-fellowship work.

Regarding the first issue, Kellogg Foundation officers, KNFP staff, fellows,

and program advisers were actively involved in all phases of the investigation’s

design and implementation. They collaborated in devising the overall evaluation

plan, and the survey instruments and research methodology were crafted in

consultation with them. In addition, progress reports were distributed periodi-

cally to all stakeholders so that their reactions and comments might be incor-

porated into the ongoing evaluation. The continuous feedback from fellows

through the evaluation process informed the evolution of KNFP’s practices

and curriculum over the years. Many fellows also said that the post-fellowship

personal interviews we conducted with them as part of the ongoing evaluation

served as worthwhile occasions for them to reflect upon their fellowship expe-

riences. Thus, the process of the evaluation served fellows as a kind of informal

extension of their fellowship, as the products of the evaluation informed

KNFP’s evolution. In these respects, the evaluation design and implementa-

tion fall within the paradigm of “empowerment evaluation” (Fetterman, 1994;

Fetterman et al., 1996).

The second issue – how to gauge long-term programmatic impact – presented

some fundamental challenges. After all, given their exemplary talents and pre-
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fellowship achievements, individuals who became Kellogg fellows would

undoubtedly have distinguished themselves even if KNFP had never existed.

How then might one determine which aspects of participants’ post-fellowship

experiences and achievements could be attributed reliably to their involvement

in the program?  In clinical trials, “treatment” effects are typically assessed by

comparing participants’ measurements on relevant outcome variables with paral-

lel measurements obtained from a control group of individuals not exposed to

the experimental condition. Sometimes researchers attempt to match individuals

in control and treatment groups so that they are broadly comparable on factors

that might systematically affect the experimental results – factors such as age,

sex, occupation, and so forth. One can never be certain that the groups have

been matched on all relevant factors, however. Consequently, true experiments

assign individuals to treatment and control conditions at random so that, on

average, the groups will be equivalent with respect to extraneous uncontrolled

factors that might compromise the internal validity of the experiment. In addi-

tion, the treatment is administered identically to all subjects in a treatment

group, and the experiment is to the fullest extent possible isolated from exoge-

nous factors that might influence the experimental results and thereby contami-

nate the integrity of the experiment.

The KNFP evaluation was not a clinical trial. There was no control group of

non-fellows in the study, let alone random assignment to control and treatment

conditions. Neither was there uniform application of a treatment nor isolation

of the “experiment” from potentially contaminating influences. This was inten-

tional. The evaluation team and its advisory group of fellows and foundation
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staff concluded that framing the evaluation as a clinical trial might well jeop-

ardize the effectiveness of the very program we were attempting to evaluate. 3

First, we considered carefully the matter of incorporating a control group or,

more properly, a comparison group into the investigation and discussed a

number of possibilities. The possible options included drawing samples of

non-fellows of comparable specialization and rank from membership lists of

various professional associations or sampling from the pool of KNFP appli-

cants who were ultimately not selected to become fellows. In the end, those

and other alternatives were rejected on grounds of suitability or practicability:

KNFP participants were inherently different at the outset from any compari-

son group that might be practically assembled in that fellows were carefully

selected from a pool of applicants who were themselves by design a self-selected

and highly unrepresentative subset of the larger population of potentially eligi-

ble individuals. Careful recruitment and selection of program participants was

presumed at the outset to be of critical importance to the program’s effective-

ness, and as it turned out, the results of the evaluation support that presump-

tion. Random assignment or attempting to assemble a “comparable” control

group would therefore have been counterproductive, futile, or both.

Second, rather than administering a rigidly controlled and unvarying “treat-

ment” to fellows, an increasingly important aspect of KNFP was the effort to

integrate fellows, advisers, and staff into an authentic learning community in

which both the theories underpinning the program and the specifics of its

implementation were subject to ongoing critique and revision. Furthermore,

the specifics of the “treatment” were highly contingent upon the interests and

initiatives of each fellow, and the context within which each fellow engaged in

his or her learning was in many respects unique to each participant. Third,

and closely connected to the preceding point, rather than isolate the leader-

ship development process from potentially contaminating exogenous factors,

an essential element of KNFP was to interact continuously with such factors,

regarding them not as “contaminants” but as potentially valuable learning

opportunities to be exploited.

Finally, just as immersing fellows in the messy and unpredictable world of

learning opportunities was a key feature of the program, so was retreating

periodically from that world into what Craig Dykstra of the Lilly Endowment

has called a “hospitable space for disciplined reflection.” The kinds of discipli-

nary boundary-crossing and capacity-building activities in which fellows

engaged carried with them professional and even personal risks. For KNFP to

succeed, it was essential that the program maintained a space in which fellows

felt free to explore and, especially, to fail from time to time beyond the judg-

mental oversight of their professional colleagues. This was particularly crucial

during the three-year period of active fellowship, but it was also relevant to
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some degree in the time of immediate post-fellowship reflection and development.

Senge (1996: 44) has pointed out in this regard that even though the 360-degree

feedback process is nominally intended to promote learning, it in fact “reinforces a

compliance mentality” and “lessens the likelihood of people surfacing what

Harvard’s Chris Argyris [1994] ... calls the ‘potentially embarrassing information’

that might ‘produce real change.’  This kind of information will only come into

the open when people have genuine trust, curiosity, and shared responsibility, con-

ditions not usually fostered by mandated programs.” Fellows involved in planning

the evaluation advised that a “360-degree” assessment of the kind used in some

corporate executive training programs would compromise the integrity of that

space, and so that kind of assessment was ruled out. 

The KNFP evaluation may thus be imperfect by some standards, but as Berk

and Rossi (1990, p. 9) noted, “all evaluations are flawed if measured against the

yardstick of abstract perfection or if judged without taking time, budget, ethical,

and political restrictions into account.” What matters is whether an evaluation

“provides the best information possible on the key policy questions within the

given set of real-world constraints.” We would add that a “less perfect” evalua-

tion that has a reasonable prospect of actually enhancing a program’s success is

preferable to a “more perfect” evaluation that runs a real risk of undermining

the effectiveness of the very program it intends to evaluate. We submit that the

KNFP evaluation measures up well against these more realistic standards. 

Consider that a necessary (but not sufficient) element of an outcome evaluation

of KNFP is determining whether fellows do in fact manifest evidence of growth

in their capacities to serve as leaders with broad perspectives and multidiscipli-

nary insights into human and social issues. The absence of a control group does

not preclude that determination at all. As shown later, there is ample evidence

that Kellogg fellows have distinguished themselves in their post-fellowship years

through exemplary leadership and service in academia, government, the non-

profit sector, and business; and they have done this at the local, state, national,

and international levels.

But would fellows have accomplished such things absent KNFP?  In answering

this question we relied not upon statistical comparisons with a “counterfactual”

but upon fellows’ personal insights and self-reports, supplemented by such sup-

porting evidence as their published works, curriculum vitae, and newspaper and

magazine articles about their activities. Fellows were asked, in confidence and on

multiple occasions, to describe whether and how their KNFP experiences influ-

enced their knowledge and perspectives, their understandings of leadership and

of themselves as leaders, and their capacities and commitments to act based on
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what they had learned. Self-reports can be notoriously unreliable, however,

and so here the research team probed beyond glittering generalities, pressing for

specific examples and corroborating evidence. This approach parallels the method

of establishing a case for causality by a preponderance of the evidence in much

the same way that a district attorney does when prosecuting a criminal case, a

physician does when seeking a diagnosis, or an auto mechanic does when

trouble-shooting a car that won’t start. The logic for impact assessment using

this approach is detailed in Scriven (1976), who calls it the modus operandi

method, and in Mohr (1995, esp. ch. 11; see also Shadish, Cook, and Leviton,

1991: 88-92; King et al., 1994). In the KNFP outcome evaluation, it was not

enough for a fellow to claim, say, that the program increased his or her under-

standing of leadership. Interviewers asked for considerable detail: What specif-

ically did you learn about leadership?  How did you learn it?  What difference

has that made in what you’ve done since the fellowship?  Is there evidence or

supporting documentation of this?  Is this something you quite possibly

would have done even if you had never been a Kellogg fellow?  Why not?

There is one very important aspect of the KNFP evaluation that proceeds via

a method of direct comparison, however. As described above, the program

underwent some significant transformations over the years, transformations

that ought to have made a characteristic imprint upon the various outcome

measures utilized in the evaluation. As will be seen later in this report, that is

precisely what we find.

Data Collection

Annually, the evaluation team attempted to interview each member of the

KNFP group that completed its program in the preceding year. Interviewers

took careful notes during the sessions with fellows, using a standardized ques-

tionnaire but a semi-structured interview format. Most interviews were tape-

recorded (with prior consent) for subsequent transcription and review, both

for content and to monitor interviewer technique. Interview sessions lasted 90

minutes on average, but some continued for three hours or longer – one indi-

cation of the seriousness with which most fellows took the evaluation. The

confidential nature of the interviews facilitated open, full discussions. (No

identifying information is reported here or otherwise released without the fel-

low’s prior consent.)  The study also benefited from the fact that fellows are by

nature self-confident and assertive; almost without exception they were as

forthcoming with their critical comments about the program as they were in

attesting to how their experiences as Kellogg fellows enhanced their develop-
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ment as leaders. This is evident in both the qualitative comments that fellows

made in their interviews and in the quantitative results of the data analysis, as

the findings that follow will demonstrate. 4

Study staff completed personal interviews with 623 fellows in Groups 1 through

15 (95 percent) of all fellows from those groups who completed the three-year

program). Outright refusals to participate in the study were vanishingly rare,

and the few instances of non-interviews were due to the fellow being in remote

locations or otherwise unreachable. Immediately following each interview, the

interviewer rated the respondent’s cooperation, interest, and apparent sincerity

during the interview. Interviewers judged 96 percent of respondents to have

been “very good” or “good” in cooperating with the evaluation, and they rated

80 percent “very high” or “high” in interest in the study. Eighty-nine percent of

fellows were judged to have been “completely sincere” in their responses, 10 per-

cent as being “usually sincere” and 1 percent as seeming to be “often insincere.”

To supplement these personal interviews, fellows from selected KNFP groups

were recontacted biennially between 1992 and 1998 by means of a mail ques-

tionnaire or, occasionally, in person or by telephone. The overall response rate

for these follow-up surveys was 71 percent, which is exceptionally high for a sur-

vey conducted by mail. Comparisons of respondents versus nonrespondents to

the follow-up surveys revealed no significant differences between the two groups

in terms of their profiles on key items in their post-fellowship personal interviews.

Data from the follow-up surveys may thus be treated as being representative of

what would have been obtained from a census of fellows.
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Fellows’ Self-Assessments of 

Overall Programmatic Impact

As a summary indicator of how fellows assessed the long-term significance of

their KNFP experiences, we asked them in the post-fellowship interviews and in

the biennial follow-up mail surveys to choose one description from the list pro-

vided in Table 1. In their initial post-fellowship responses, 54 percent judged

that “In terms of long-term effects, the Kellogg Fellowship was one of the most

significant positive experiences of my adult life; it profoundly affected my inter-

ests, work, and ability to ‘make a difference.’” An additional 25 percent were of

the opinion that “The Fellowship has had many important positive consequences

for me – in terms of my career, my ambitions, my interests and my skills.” At

the other end of the continuum, only 4 percent concluded that “The Fellowship

was fun and interesting at the time, but I think it has had only a little long-term

impact upon me,” and only two fellows (less than 1 percent) felt that “All in all,

the Kellogg Fellowship was probably not a beneficial experience for me.”5

Fellows from the more recent groups were markedly more likely than ones from

earlier groups to regard the KNFP experience as being “one of the most signifi-

cant positive experiences” of their lives, as shown in Figure 1. Twenty-seven per-

cent of fellows in Groups 1 through 4 judged KNFP to have been “one of the

most significant positive experiences” of their lives, as compared with 57 percent

of fellows in Groups 5 through 10, and 71 percent of fellows in Groups 11

through 15.
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Table 1. Survey item presented to fellows for self-assessment of the 

long-term consequences of their KNFP experiences.

Listed below are some things that Kellogg fellows have told us about the long-

term consequences of their KNFP experiences. Which ONE statement comes

CLOSEST to your own view?

1. All in all, the Kellogg Fellowship was probably not a beneficial experience for

me.

2. The Fellowship was fun and interesting at the time, but I think it has had

only a little long-term impact upon me.

3. The Fellowship has had a moderate impact upon me, such as broadening my

interests, perspective, and network of contacts.

4. The Fellowship has had many important positive consequences for me – in

terms of my career, my ambitions, my interests, and my skills.

5. In terms of long-term effects, the Kellogg Fellowship was one of the most sig-

nificant positive experiences of my adult life; it profoundly affected my

interests, work, and ability to “make a difference.”
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The trend parallels KNFP’s evolution over the years. With a change in the

program’s directorship in 1983 (from Ben Barker to Larraine Matusak), the

Foundation began expanding eligibility for KNFP with Group 4, broadening

it beyond academic institutions (and particularly land-grant colleges and uni-

versities) and lifting the upper age limitation of 40, so as to encourage the

consideration of women and minority applicants, who often begin their pro-

fessional careers later in life than do white males, on average. By Group 5, the

proportion of women among entering fellows had virtually doubled as com-

pared with Groups 1 and 2 (from 25 percent to 48 percent), and the propor-

tion of members of historically underrepresented racial and ethnic groups had

quadrupled (from 10 percent to 40 percent). Similarly, the percentage of fellows

employed outside of academic institutions more than tripled – from 8 percent

(for Groups 1 through 4) to 26 percent (for Group 5). Formal elements of the

three-year program also became more explicitly focused upon leadership devel-

opment, and increasingly reflected new understandings of the nature of leader-

ship and its development. With a second transition in KNFP’s directorship in

1991 (to Roger Sublett), the diversity of incoming groups of fellows expanded

further, and formal and informal seminars organized around the theme of

leadership within a diverse society along with fellow-initiated small-group

activities (SGAs) around topics of shared interest progressively played more

central roles in the program.

That said, even fellows from early groups generally found the fellowship experi-

ence to have been a personally significant one. For example, information from

the follow-up surveys reveals that as long as 13 years after completing the pro-

gram, two-thirds of fellows in Groups 1 and 2 continued to view KNFP as hav-

ing had “many important positive consequences” in terms of their careers, ambi-
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tions, interests, and skills (34 percent) or indeed to have been one of the most sig-

nificant positive experiences of their adult lives (32 percent). Nor did fellows’ assess-

ments of overall program impact decline appreciably with the passage of time: the

follow-up surveys tracked KNFP Groups 5 through 8 as far as nine years follow-

ing the completion of their fellowships, and for three of those four groups the per-

cent of fellows’ judging that KNFP was a “most significant” lifetime experience

actually increased with the passage of time, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Percent of fellows judging that “In terms of long-term effects, the

Kellogg Fellowship was one of the most significant positive experiences of

my adult life;  it profoundly affected my interests, work, and ability to

‘make a difference.’”

KNFP Group
Number of years 

post-fellowship 5 6 7 8

4 – 5 years 52 47 63 70

6 – 7 years 54 48 57 64

8 – 9 years 62 57 68 50

Fellows’ assessments of the overall impact of the KNFP experience answer defin-

itively the question of whether they personally judged the experience to have

been worthwhile. Moreover, the trend in those assessments indicates that the

program became significantly more effective as it evolved. Of course, these sum-

mary assessments alone cannot provide insight into how the program facilitated

fellows’ leadership development, why fellows engaged in leadership subsequently,

or what they were able to accomplish as a result. Those are questions to which

the bulk of this report is addressed. In answering those questions, the quantitative

analyses will generally compare findings across three pooled groups of fellows:

Groups 1 through 4, Groups 5 through 10, and Groups 11 through 15. Any set

of cutpoints is to some degree arbitrary, but this pooling of KNFP groups pro-

vides a reasonably large number of cases within each category upon which to base

the analysis, and the cutpoints correspond to when important changes in pro-

gram leadership, group composition, and programmatic content occurred.
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Before turning to those analyses, some excerpts from our interviews with

Kellogg fellows are worth considering, because they provide a glimpse into

why so many fellows judged the program to have been so meaningful to them:

• I had never really thought of myself as a leader before. I work with a lot

of bright people, people who are genuinely concerned about problems in

the world. But they don’t know how to make a difference, they don’t

know how to get started. That’s what I learned to do during the fellow-

ship. I gained the confidence to be a leader, and I now have the skill to

be a leader, too.

• The Kellogg fellowship pushed me way up the beach. It was a tremen-

dous gift, one that I try to pass along to my students. It gave me confi-

dence and gumption to do new things, it enabled me to acquire new

skills that have helped me greatly in my career, and it opened new doors

and opportunities.

• The fellowship didn’t set me in any new direction I wasn’t already

inclined to go in, but it accelerated what I did and what I will be able to

accomplish. Getting that opportunity early in my career will enable me

to be more effective and to get more done. KNFP confirmed for me that

the direction I was taking made sense. I learned to trust myself more. I

have more confidence as a result, and I know I’ll be more productive at

what I do. 
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• KNFP changed my  life – the rapid acceleration of leadership and posi-

tioning, the change in my career. These changes, which otherwise would

have occurred over ten years, if at all, occurred in three years instead.

• KNFP was a reaffirming, validating, inspiring experience. I wouldn’t have

the international perspective I enjoy today if it were not for the fellowship.

I may have been headed in the right direction, but KNFP helped me move

along my path at “warp speed” rather than at walking speed.

• When I first saw the other Kellogg fellows and their résumés, I thought,

“Why did they pick me?” But eventually I realized that I, too, have some-

thing to contribute. I never really thought about leadership before KNFP.

The fellowship gave me time and perspective. It got me to think about the

“vision” part of leadership. I learned useful skills that help me lead and

that influence my work. 
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The ‘What’ of Leadership

KNFP’s first objective was to increase participants’ understanding of the

nature of leadership and what they can accomplish as leaders. As discussed

earlier, the way the program sought to achieve that objective evolved substan-

tially over the years, reflecting developments in the broader social and scholarly

context of the program. That evolution is clearly evidenced in fellows’ assess-

ments. In the post-fellowship interviews, fellows were asked, “To what degree

did your experience as a Kellogg fellow affect your ideas about leadership or

about yourself as a leader?” As shown in Table 3, the proportion responding

“very much” increased markedly across groups, from 22 percent for members

of the first four KNFP groups, to 35 percent for members of Groups 5

through 10, to a striking 72 percent for fellows in Groups 11 through 15.

Table 3. To what degree did your experience as a Kellogg fellow affect

your ideas about leadership or about yourself as a leader? (Percent)

KNFP Groups

1 – 4 5 – 10 11 – 15 Total

Very much 22 35 72 44

Somewhat 10 16 22 17

Slightly 57 44 6 35

No effect 11 5 0 5

Negative effect 0 0 0 0

100 100 100 100
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In their interviews, fellows were asked to elaborate upon their responses to the

question posed in Table 3, and interviewers probed for sufficient detail to identify

the ways in which the program influenced fellows’ understandings of leadership. A

content analysis of fellows’ replies revealed that the vast majority of responses

could be classified into a relatively few categories, as shown in Table 4. 

Table 4. Themes fellows mentioned in their descriptions of how KNFP

affected their ideas about leadership or about themselves as leaders.

(Percent)

KNFP Groups

1 – 4 5 – 10 11 – 15 Total

Broadened understanding 

of the nature of leadership 40 60 61 55

Increased understanding 

of self as leader; enhanced 

personal leadership capacity 15 38 52 37

Learned from positive role models 15 4 10 9

Learned from negative role models 17 16 10 14

Reaffirmed ideas already held 16 6 5 8

Misc. other 10 7 6 5

No effect 11 5 0 5

(# of responding fellows) (163) (250) (210) (623)

Note: Percentages sum to more than 100 percent because fellows often mentioned more

than one reason, and up to four content categories were recorded for each fellow’s response.

Sixty percent of fellows in Groups 5 through 15, and 40 percent of fellows in the

first four KNFP groups, described how the program helped to clarify their insights

into the nature of leadership – demystifying it, distinguishing it from the exercise

of formal authority, and (particularly in more recent years) emphasizing the rela-

tional, collaborative aspects of leadership. Some fellows also referred to the deeper

appreciation they acquired of the ethical and spiritual aspects of leadership:

• The most profound thing I came away with is that it is not what position

you have that matters, but what you do. Authentic leadership is a sacred

trust and a tremendous responsibility. Leadership entails costs, and I

struggle with that. KNFP allowed us to see leadership from many different

perspectives. The experience made me more introspective about values and

belief systems: leadership for what?
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• I gained a new understanding of leadership, a change from thinking of it

as telling people what to do to understanding it as having to do with

empowering people. I came to see leadership as a process of developing

and communicating a vision, releasing the creativity of other people.

The collective wisdom of a group is greater than that of any one person.

• I never really thought about leadership much before. The readings and

seminars that were part of the fellowship were helpful in providing mod-

els, such as that of servant leadership. This helped me understand leader-

ship from a more academic point of view.  I am more cognizant of lead-

ership now and more thoughtful, more aware of ways to help others

develop their own leadership capacity.

• I had a very narrow and flawed view of leadership originally: leaders

were enlightened nobles leading the lambs. KNFP helped me under-

stand the many aspects of leadership, including the idea of servant lead-

ership. I had been a politician in the Missouri legislature. I thought that

holding positions of power was the way to do leadership. Now I see

other ways to be a leader.

• The fellowship awakened in me an interest in learning about what lead-

ership is and to understand leadership within the context of community

development, in relationship with philanthropy and corporate responsi-

bility – leadership as a process rather than a set of skills.

• KNFP introduced me to the idea of servant leadership, away from myself

and toward how to serve the community. It changed my view of leader-

ship from the ability to convince others to do what you want to the ability

to help people get what they want. It is more of a facilitative, enabling role.

As shown in Table 4, approximately two out of five fellows (37 percent) referred

to the way KNFP helped them to become more aware of their own capacities as

leaders and to develop those capacities. In that regard, many fellows from the

more recent groups said that they resonated to the program’s suggestion that

they focus on their personal strengths as leaders rather than obsess upon “fixing”

their perceived deficiencies; particularly when leadership is distributed collabora-

tively across members of a group rather than concentrated in one “leader,” each

individual can contribute his or her particular leadership “gifts” to the whole. 

• I increased my understanding of leadership as something more than

position or status. I came to understand myself and leadership in a new

light. I came to appreciate relation-based leadership. My work involves

developing relationships between the Jewish community and diverse

community organizations in the Boston area. The leadership seminars,

workshops, and interaction with fellows have been invaluable in helping

me do this work effectively and ethically.
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• What I learned about leadership during KNFP is manifested in my work

with people in the private and nonprofit sectors. I take a coaching role with

students and with other administrators. As part of my fellowship I took

Tavistock training, interviewed people about leadership and followership, and

acquired an international perspective – and all have been very worthwhile. I

learned about the distinctions between leadership and authority, and about

the social responsibility aspects of leadership. I learned more about leadership

from KNFP than I did from a course in leadership I took at Harvard.

• The fellowship helped me consider different leadership styles. It also

helped me understand my own leadership style. It gave me a better under-

standing of my own personality, my capacity for leadership, and how oth-

ers perceive me. It helped my communication skills. I’m more aware of my

leadership and its consequences. 

• I read a great deal, broadly and deeply, about leadership theory, and I met

with many of the authors. I observed different leadership styles of other

fellows. I learned about kalifa, an Arabic word for “leading from behind.”

This has benefited my own leadership.

• I entered KNFP thinking of leaders as heroic figures. I left understanding

that leadership is more dynamic and complex than that. I’m more willing

now to take on grassroots leadership roles – with charter schools, environ-

mental groups, and political leadership, for example. I’m more interested

in shared leadership.

• Before the Kellogg fellowship I never would have called myself a leader. It

took three years, but now I am comfortable thinking of myself that way. The

fellowship showed me that if you have leadership skills, it is your duty to

share them with others. The Gallup program that we participated in as part
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of KNFP was very helpful; it showed me that I had been leading from my

weaknesses rather than from my strengths. My strengths are “people skills”

and relationship-building. KNFP also helped me develop my organizational

skills by giving me the opportunity to put together a workshop on commu-

nity economic development for fellows. I published my first article in a

professional journal, at my adviser’s urging. I wrote about mentoring and

leadership. I would never have done that before KNFP.

• I came to understand leadership as developing relationships and building

constituencies across boundaries. I learned a great deal from the Gallup

program and from Outward Bound – learning to build on one’s

strengths and manage one’s shortcomings. I’ve been able to use what I

learned about leadership in developing the Honors Program at my insti-

tution and getting faculty to buy into it.

• I have a heightened sense of responsibility to help other folks discover

their talents and take advantage of those talents. I learned different tech-

niques of how to recognize and bring out talents. Leadership is focusing

on other people. I gained skills in conflict resolution and negotiation. I

also gained better organizational and listening skills. I take a broader

perspective now, when making decisions; I try to get out of my “box.”

The new skills have helped me do a better job.

• For the last three years I have been involved in the Vermont Job Gap

Study, which deals with the subject of livable wages in the state. I have

shepherded that study through four phases of research, including educat-

ing the public about the issues and engaging in advocacy and legislative

work with key decision makers. I’ve worked at building relationships

with the business community, state government, and real estate develop-

ers. The understanding of leadership that I gained during the fellowship

has been essential in all of this work. KNFP brought a social justice per-

spective to my efforts to educate people about the issue. We’ve shifted

people’s thinking about jobs, wages, and the nature and meaning of

work in a profound way. I am humbled by the whole experience. I can’t

believe we are where we are today. My KNFP learning plan was very

important to this success. I finally “got it” that I was a leader. The fel-

lowship gave me confidence to move forward with my mission in life.

• A lot of the leadership as it’s practiced in North America is externally

oriented: “Let me tell me what you have to do to make this organization

better.” If leaders spend all of their time externally focused, they never

improve as leaders, as facilitators. One of the gifts of the Kellogg fellow-

ship is that it offers you a chance to reflect on your own contributions to

societal problems and their solutions, and the opportunities that you

have to lead. That can’t help but make you a better leader.
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Table 4 also reveals that slightly less than one-quarter of responding fellows said

that their knowledge of leadership was enhanced by observing role models and

mentors over the course of the three-year program. Interestingly, somewhat

more fellows mentioned learning from instances of failed or poor leadership

than from positive examples, 14 percent versus 9 percent, and that was particu-

larly evident among the middle six KNFP groups, a period in which the program

was increasing its emphasis upon leadership development but was perhaps still

on the early part of its learning curve:

• What I think about leadership is not what I was introduced to in the

“canned” presentations. The people they brought in had made no sacri-

fices, didn’t necessarily show compassion, but had many titles. 

• I was frustrated by the fellowship’s approach to leadership – that tapping

overachievers and facilitating their development will “position” them for

leadership. That confuses managerial ascendancy with leadership.

• I joined a group of fellows called the Forum on Leadership Alternatives, as

a counter to our KNFP seminar at the Center for Creative Leadership.

Our group stressed integrity, wholeness, and congruity between what you

believe and what you do. And in all of our KNFP activities, we (the fel-

lows) were always asking about how we can make a difference and saw

many examples of leadership.

• The Center for Creative Leadership was not a good experience, especially

for minority fellows. We wanted to talk about more open, grassroots styles

of leadership, and within a more tolerant yet passionate environment.

They talked about alternative styles of leadership but really didn’t under-

stand it. What I saw made it clear to me how not to inspire leadership.

Among members of Groups 11 through 15, references to negative role models

were much less in evidence (see Table 4):

• The fellowship … exposed me to people who had leadership responsibili-

ties, and I was able to find out how they do their work, how they interact

with other people. These leaders include other fellows, people met on trips

to Central America, and the WKKF staff.

• From other Kellogg fellows, I learned a lot about what one person can do.

Seeing others doing amazing things was the most valuable part of the fel-

lowship for me. I saw what others were doing and realized that I could do

that, too.

• The program was a combination of a theoretical orientation toward leader-

ship and seeing it applied – through trips and site visits, and also seeing it

lived in the lives of other Kellogg fellows. For example, we saw an impov-

erished community in Puerto Rico embody the concepts of leadership that

we read about and discussed in our seminars.
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• I was exposed to the different models of leadership. I saw 21st-century

models and less of old-style hierarchical leadership. I met people who

have different approaches to leadership and was affected by dialogue

with them – with Peter Drucker, for example. I was also affected by

looking at different organizations.

• I traveled with Commerce Secretary Ron Brown and learned a great deal

from that experience. I also learned from Frances Hesselbein. She put

me in touch with many wise people – for example, working on the “100

Black Men” initiative.

Of course, many fellows mentioned more than one of these themes during

their post-fellowship interviews, and each theme was recorded in the database

and tabulated in the analysis presented in Table 4. For example:

• The fellowship really helped me develop my ideas about leadership. I

had good instincts, but I was unable to fully articulate my vision and

move toward it. The fellowship was a very powerful experience. It made

me comfortable with my own leadership; it increased my confidence and

radically increased my ambitions. It gave me great role models – the fel-

lows, the advisers, and the staff. 

• The fellowship had a tremendous effect upon my conception of leader-

ship. I learned how to deal with difficult people, with groups, how to

debate and argue in favor of a position. Being a fellow empowers you to

take seriously the idea of being a leader. Outward Bound taught me

about teamwork, the different strengths that everyone has. I also learned

a lot by observing other fellows’ styles.
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• I was a free-lance producer/director when I began KNFP. I didn’t have to

work as part of a team, and so I didn’t know how to do it very effectively.

The fellowship changed that. It helped me understand leadership and

offered experiential training in it. In addition to the Kellogg seminars, I

attended a seminar with Peter Senge, a Greenleaf servant leadership semi-

nar, a Stephen Covey seminar on ethical leadership, and read perhaps 30

books on leadership theory and practice. This helped me very much in my

new work as leader of a team at a major public television station.

• I saw how other people led, and I thought about myself as a leader. I learned

about the qualities that leaders share – vision, commitment, passion. The

fellowship taught me that community is important and that you have to

learn to form bonds with people who may be unlike yourself. KNFP

inspired me to inspire others.

• The fellowship taught me leadership by example. My learning plan

focused on understanding the success of women leaders, particularly the

psychological aspects of leadership. I looked at how effective leaders deal

with competition and conflict. I realized the importance of having a core

of quiet self-confidence. I used what I learned from my KNFP experience

how to deal with a crisis in my agency and on my board. I feel I am a bet-

ter leader since fellowship, one with a clearer vision. 

Finally, 8 percent of fellows said that their KNFP experience essentially reinforced

understandings of leadership that they had prior to entering the program. Those

kinds of comments were concentrated among members of the early KNFP groups: 

• KNFP selects folks who are already leaders. It helps them to become more

effective, provides them with some tools. The leadership literature impressed

me as being diffuse and boring, but it did validate that it’s okay to think of

yourself as a leader. Fellows emphasize democratic, “flat” leadership; but in

truth the reason fellowship projects succeeded or failed was often because of

the leadership of a key individual. There’s a lesson in that, I think.
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The ‘How’ of Leadership

In addition to providing a setting in which participants could come to under-

stand leadership conceptually, KNFP aimed to enhance fellows’ capacity for

leadership by (1) broadening their perspectives on important issues and help-

ing them to appreciate interrelationships among subsystems; (2) bolstering fel-

lows’ leadership skills, competencies, and resources; and (3) expanding their

networks for collaboration.

Broadening Perspectives, Interests, and Knowledge

In their initial post-fellowship interviews, nearly three out of four fellows

reported that their KNFP experiences broadened their perspectives on human

and social issues “very much” (see Table 5). Fellows from the more recent

Groups were most likely to express this judgment.  

Table 5. Looking back, how much did your Kellogg Fellowship help to

broaden your perspective on human and social issues? (Percent)

KNFP Groups

1 – 4 5 – 10 11 – 15 Total

Very much 67 69 83 73

Somewhat 26 23 13 20

Slightly 5 6 1 4

No effect 2 2 2 2

Negative effect 0 0 0 0

100 100 100 100
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Fellows’ responses to the same question in the biennial follow-up surveys yielded

very comparable results.6 Both in the year following completion of their fellow-

ships and as long as a decade or more later, the vast majority of fellows were

steadfast in their judgment that KNFP broadened and deepened their under-

standing of human and social issues, and they provided numerous, specific examples

in support of that conclusion. Most of the themes that fellows discussed in this

regard may be classified into nine categories, as shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Themes mentioned by Kellogg fellows in their descriptions of

how KNFP broadened their perspectives on human and social issues.

(Percent)

KNFP Groups

1 – 4 5 – 10 11 – 15 Total

More international/global perspective on issues 52 66 68 63

Issues of poverty, economic development 22 25 28 25

Diversity, discrimination, privilege 15 16 37 23

Government and politics 15 18 28 21

Health/medical policy 24 13 16 17

Environment and ecology 7 18 9 12

Agriculture, food systems 7 7 2 6

Education policy 4 6 7 6

Business and industry; 

private-public sector relations 3 3 7 4

Misc. other 6 10 8 8

No effect 2 2 2 2

(# of responding fellows) (161) (250) (210) (621)

Note: Percentages sum to more than 100 percent because fellows often mentioned more

than one reason, and up to four content categories were recorded for each fellow’s response.
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Two-thirds of fellows in Groups 5 through 15, and slightly more than half of

the fellows in the first four groups, described how KNFP enabled them to

develop a more international or global perspective on issues, including the

relationships among peoples of different nations and cultures. For example:

• I met with Mother Teresa, with Paulo Freire, and with other individuals

who taught us leadership by example. How can that not affect you?  The

fellowship can call on you to accomplish great things, but you can also

do great things on a person-to-person basis – with the child sitting right

across from you. I had never been outside of El Paso and Juarez before

the fellowship, but I was able to travel all over the world. It was tremen-

dously broadening.

• I appreciate the complexities and connections of issues and have a more

global context to place them in. The fellowship caused me to think

deeply about democracy and freedom, through my experiences in

Eastern Europe and countries of the former Soviet Union. I gained

insight into issues of development in South Africa, AIDS issues in

Africa, and economic and community development.

• How small the world is!  You learn that people the world over share

many things in common, despite some important differences. You learn

to appreciate both the uniqueness and differences but also what we share

– certain values, commonalities of aspirations. We spent a week in Brazil

with Paolo Freire – that was of lasting impact. We also were able to learn

from meeting with Peter Drucker.

• I went to China and Hong Kong, where I spoke with anyone and every-

one – people of alternative political orientations, education, and wealth –

about their hopes and fears. I participated in a Salzburg Seminar on using

diversity as a peacekeeping tool. The seminar brought together 60 people

from 42 countries. I saw people with traditional historical conflicts –

Croats and Serbs, for example – learn to communicate with each other.

• More than anything else, the fellowship taught me to suspend judgment

in order to gain understanding. It taught me about meaningful and

respectful dialogue. I had the opportunity to meet people on housing

and education issues, domestically and internationally. I got to look

cross-culturally at business practices, social relations, and core values.
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One-quarter of fellows specifically mentioned ways that their understanding of

issues of poverty or economic development were broadened by their KNFP

experience:

• I now have a much fuller appreciation of the complexity of issues, especially

issues concerning homelessness and poverty. I had the experience of seeing

problems face to face, instead of at a distance. I have a better appreciation

of policy issues and the need to bring people together to collaborate to

solve social problems. I also see the usefulness of bringing my business

perspective to social programs – the need for accountability, and the

importance of setting goals.

• I acquired a more global perspective through my experiences in Costa Rica

and Honduras. I went there to learn more about economic development

and poverty, and to do so from a multicultural point of view. I have a

much better understanding of these issues now, and the experience espe-

cially deepened my commitment to issues affecting children.

• I talked with poor farmers in Chiapas, Mexico, and witnessed grinding

poverty in Guatemala. That really opened my eyes. Then I came home

and saw parallels in both the poverty and the quiet successes of people liv-

ing in public housing in Chicago and in Washington, D.C. I saw that ten-

ants can take control of their lives and conditions and create a respectable

neighborhood ... and hope.
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• I went into an impoverished Chicago neighborhood and met with peo-

ple working in community-based organizations there, seeking to

improve conditions in their neighborhood. I learned about youth proj-

ects, black heritage projects, tutoring programs, many things.

• The fellowship broadened my perspective immensely. I learned about

economic development issues in the third world, including how they are

linked to environmental issues, such as the Brazilian rain forest. 

• My local missions in the U.S. were inspired by my visit to Ghana, where

I saw a community rally to build a school. This affected my work in

Franklin Square [a neighboring community] where I’m trying to inte-

grate the community and school. My perspective broadened through

meeting with policymakers in Washington, D.C. In a health seminar, I

stood in a trauma center and saw emergency surgery. I developed a sense

of the interconnectedness between health care and poverty. As part of

our small-group activities, I learned from community redevelopment

efforts that occurred in the aftermath of a hurricane.

• On a trip to Guatemala I met with victims of war and saw the after-

effects of war. I saw and learned how much resilience people can have. I

met women and children in a village where men had been executed – a

village of widows. Women sent their boys away to the city to get educated

and then sent the boys tapestries they had made so that the boys could

convert them into backpacks and other useful products. I saw women

organize because the garment industry was sterilizing them so that they

would not become pregnant and leave the factory. Women were being

supplied with amphetamines so that they would work faster. I saw how

even impoverished women could fight back against such injustices.

• I had spent my entire life in small villages with very little exposure to the

media, not even television. The fellowship opened my eyes to the global

impact on my communities. We’re dealing with issues that other coun-

tries and the Lower 48 dealt with years ago – environmental issues, sus-

tainable development issues, moving from a subsistence economy to an

economically dependence economy. In the World Development seminar,

I saw many parallels between third world development and the issues

we’re dealing with in Alaska. I now know that we don’t want just money

and capital, we want to set policy to influence the shape of development

so that we can maintain our uniqueness as a culture and our distinctive-

ness as a community.
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Largely because of their own initiative, complex issues of discrimination, privi-

lege, and power relationships related to race, ethnicity, gender, class, and other

lines of social differentiation became an increasingly important focus of fellows’

seminars, discussions, and personal reflection, particularly as KNFP came to

include more and more fellows from groups that have been historically under-

represented in positions of power in America. A Group 14 fellow described his

experience as follows:

I thought I had a good understanding of diversity when I came into

KNFP, but I came to see that I was mistaken about that. I understood

diversity on a largely academic level. In my area of expertise, American

culture and literature, issues of race, class, and gender are matters that

we study and debate constantly. But becoming friends and spending

intense time in fellowship with people who grew up in cultures and

experiences that are very different from my own offered a perspective

and insight into diversity that reached a whole new level. KNFP gave me

the opportunity to talk about and process my experiences and under-

standings with fellows in ways that I never could before. We had long

and intense conversations about the kinds of stereotypes and preconcep-

tions that each of us carried with us. This wasn’t always easy. At times

our group went through a kind of trial by fire, and at times we backed

off when perhaps we could have learned more by taking a risk and going

ahead. Leadership plays an important role in that regard – how to

encourage a group to push ahead through potentially painful and

unnerving circumstances. Learning can be painful, and I learned that

during the fellowship. The KNFP staff learned that, as well, I think. At

the end of our fellowship, Roger Sublett invited a group of us to

Chicago to discuss how the lessons our group learned about diversity

could be put to good use within the program. That was an act of leader-

ship, because it was an implicit admission that the organization did not

hold all the answers and that it wanted to learn from us.

Many other fellows offered similar observations about their own experiences

when we interviewed them a year or so after they had completed KNFP:

• We decided in our group to engage in an ongoing conversation about race,

ethnicity, social class, privilege. I grew up amidst the privilege that comes

with being a white male and having an upper middle-class upbringing –

getting to go to a great college, having a big social network, et cetera. I had

developed a sort of veneer of appreciation of diversity – how to get along

when working across lines of race and class and so forth. I had gotten pret-

ty good at it. But the fellowship helped me come to see how shallow my

understanding of diversity actually was. The fellowship – and especially the

fellows themselves – challenged that veneer, which was truly painful for me.
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But because of our commitment to honesty in the group – challenging

and critical, but in a spirit of genuine fellowship – I was able to reach a

much deeper understanding of what structural racism, sexism, and clas-

sism are, and what my role was in them. Our international trip was the

key experience for me. A number of African-American women in our

group challenged us to think about what we were seeing and doing while

we were in Mexico. Every night, I would question my understandings of

diversity and leadership. I thought I was a fairly confident person, but this

was a deep challenge. That experience ultimately gave me an opportunity

to unpack the assumptions I had accumulated over the years and really

challenge myself. It was an emotionally and intellectually powerful event,

one that could only have taken place in the safety of the fellowship, where

you could get challenged but also loved and supported in learning and

relearning. It led to a profound personal growth experience that I will

treasure always. It was transformative for me. And it is still going on.

• I grew up in the world of street gangs. I don’t have a college degree. This

was the first time in my life that I had spent an extended period of time

in the white world, with all these highly educated people. It was very

stressful, and I was angry at times. I started out focusing on my own

oppression, but then I learned about how I myself am an oppressor in

some ways – toward women, for example. My female colleagues in the

fellowship educated me about this, and pointed it out in my behavior. I

learned a lot from other fellows, and I think they may have learned

something from me, as well. We gained a global perspective on the

oppression of indigenous people, here at home and all over the world.

• People from Appalachia, where I come from, are often ridiculed. During

the fellowship I developed skills to address that prejudice, and I want to

help others from my community to develop the same skills and to

embrace our culture. The fellowship showed me that in some ways the

world is a small place. It broadened my perspectives on business and

economic issues. I apply this knowledge daily at an Appalachian com-

munity development organization.
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Government, politics, and the public policy processes constituted another theme

that substantial numbers of fellows mentioned when describing how the fellow-

ship helped them to broaden their perspectives on human and social issues:

• The fellowship changed my orientation from being very ideological and

“know it all” to being more open-minded. I learned to listen to other

points of view. My views about political matters became more complicated,

less easily definable – which is better for me and my work. The fellowship

provided a valuable opportunity for me to meet people from many back-

grounds and learn from them.

• One way or the other, much of what I do now was influenced by the fel-

lowship. I became the director of a new school for public and international

affairs, and the Kellogg fellowship experience helped me develop interests

that led to that.

Health and medical policy, environmental issues, education policy, and relation-

ships between the public sector and business and industry round out the themes

most frequently discussed by fellows when describing how the KNFP experience

served to broaden their perspectives and knowledge about human and social

issues:

• I hadn’t traveled much prior to the fellowship. The international travel was

extremely valuable in giving me a broader perspective on cross-national

approaches to social policy and health issues. Since then, I’ve gone back to

England, Sweden, and other places I visited as part of my fellowship to

keep up-to-date on what other countries are doing for health care and to

see how their own systems are evolving. I do a lot of talking to groups and

this helps inform those talks.

• The fellowship broadened my understandings of human and social issues.

Had it not been for KNFP, I doubt I would have gotten involved in

Physicians for Human Rights or a project called Border Health, which

focuses on the health of citizens living close to the U.S.-Mexico border –

environmental racism and its health-related effects. I was stimulated by

our discussions and also by reading. The other fellows validated for me

that it was “okay” to be a concerned person.

• I went out to find the human face and consequences of globalization and

trade issues. I visited Fontana, California, where the Chinese bought a

steel plant and dismantled it to send it overseas. I visited with the commu-

nity that was dealing with the loss of the plant, and with what they felt

was an affront to their dignity. I spent time on trade issues and capital

movement. I studied joint ventures in China.
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Developing New Skills and Competencies

Nearly nine out of ten fellows concluded that KNFP enabled them either

“very much” (48 percent) or “somewhat” (41 percent) to develop new skills and

competencies for understanding societal problems and contributing to solu-

tions, as shown in Table 7. The proportion of fellows reporting that KNFP

helped them “very much” to acquire new skills or competencies increased from

38 percent for members of Groups 1 through 4, to 42 percent of fellows in

Groups 5 through 10, to 63 percent among members of Groups 10 through

15. Particularly within the early groups, participants found the fellowship use-

ful for enhancing their computer skills. The acquired skills and competencies

named most by fellows in the more recent groups included public speaking, con-

flict resolution, and creative writing. One-fourth of the fellows acquired or

increased their competency in a language other than English during the fellowship.

Table 7. To what extent did your Kellogg Fellowship help you to

develop some specific new skills or competencies? (Percent)

KNFP Groups

1 – 4 5 – 10 11 – 15 Total

Very much 38 42 63 48

Somewhat 46 49 28 41

Slightly 8 4 8 6

No effect 8 5 1 4

Negative effect 0 0 0 0

100 100 100 99

Here are some examples that fellows provided of new skills and competencies

they acquired through the fellowship and how they had put those skills and

competencies to good use:

• I wouldn’t say I was “no-tech” before KNFP, but I was pretty low-tech.

The fellowship required that I learn to manage the responsibilities of the

fellowship as well as my responsibilities on the job, and the only way I

could do that was to become much more adept at using computers and

communications technologies – email, the Internet, and information

technologies generally. I learned Spanish, which is a critical skill to have

in Miami, where I work. I also developed my writing skills greatly dur-

ing the fellowship, and I’m at work now on a book entitled The Global
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Economy: A Handbook for Humans. And then there’s the training in con-

flict resolution, mediation, and negotiation. That has been absolutely

invaluable to me. For example, we were recently able to negotiate a settle-

ment between management and unionized workers at a local home health

care agency that is a major United Way recipient.

• I learned leadership and management skills that we now practice here at

my nonprofit organization. I went through Industrial Areas Foundation

training on community organizing. I took seminars on mediation and

conflict resolution – which have led to a significant enhancement of our

organization’s capabilities.

• The computer skills I developed during the fellowship have enabled me as

a school board member to help with Internet and computer issues in the

schools.

• I improved at photography. I use slides from my trip to Africa in presenta-

tions to a community group I work with. I’m a better writer now, too, and

can generally express myself better due to the writing workshops I attend-

ed.

• I used to hate being on television – something I was terrified about and

avoided. I learned how to become more comfortable with it during the

Fellowship – even to enjoy it to some degree. 

• I learned Spanish and improved my public speaking skills. The Spanish

has helped me in reaching out to Latin American groups in my work in

the Washington, D.C., area.

• I took writing workshops and workshops on videography. One result is

that I produced a videotape about migrant education, with a focus on

educating migrant women about life skills. In making the documentary, I

went back to the migrant community where I had grown up and inter-

viewed people there.

• I learned about the business world, which has helped tremendously when I

work on employment and economic development issues on behalf of

minorities. I’ve worked with the governor and her staff, the mayor and his

staff, the County Commission, and other public officials on issues of

health, violence prevention, job creation, and others.
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Establishing and Expanding Leadership Networks

As Table 8 shows, 54 percent of fellows were of the opinion that the Kellogg

National Fellowship Program had done “very much” to expand their professional

networks to include individuals from many disciplines and specialties. Another

28 percent reported that KNFP had expanded their professional networks

“somewhat.” Once again, the evidence indicated that the program increased in

effectiveness as it matured: 65 percent of fellows from Groups 11 through 15

said that KNFP expanded their professional networks “very much,” as compared

with 45 percent of fellows from the first four Groups. 

Table 8. To what extent did your Kellogg Fellowship help you expand

your professional network to include individuals from many disciplines

or specialties? (Percent)

KNFP Groups

1 – 4 5 – 10 11 – 15 Total

Very much 45 54 65 54

Somewhat 28 35 21 28

Slightly 25 9 9 14

No effect 4 2 5 3

Negative effect 0 0 0 0

102 100 100 99

A few relevant comments from fellows include:

• The network of friendships and contacts from KNFP continues to have

an effect in dozens of ways. I know whom to call if I’m working on

AIDS, or nursing, or Indian health, or whatever the topic may be –

and I do.

• I work as a consultant in higher education, health care, and philanthropy.

I make use of the network of Kellogg fellows on almost every project I’m

involved in.

• The network of Kellogg fellows is phenomenal. It’s like a fraternity.

I can pick up the phone any day and get help and new ideas or share

information.
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As another indication of KNFP’s success with expanding networks of profession-

al relationships, in their post-fellowship interviews three our of four fellows

agreed “strongly” with the proposition that, as a result of their participation in

the program, they “met present or future leaders in academia, government, busi-

ness or other areas whom I probably would not otherwise have met” (see Table

9). In responding to a related question, 56 percent of fellows agreed “strongly”

that KNFP helped them “gain access to institutions or organizations,” and an

additional 29 percent “agreed.”

Table 9. As a result of my Kellogg Fellowship, I met present or future

leaders in academia, government, business or other areas whom I proba-

bly would not otherwise have met.” (Percent)

KNFP Groups

1 to 4 5 to 10 11 to 15 Total

Agree strongly 71 71 87 76

Agree 23 22 10 18

Neither agree nor disagree 2 3 2 2

Disagree 3 3 1 2

Disagree strongly 1 1 1 1

100 100 101 99

Continuing communication among fellows. Three out of five fellows reported

that they continued to communicate with other fellows on at least a monthly

basis one year after the completion of their fellowships, and virtually all fellows

(97 percent) maintained at least some continuing contact with other fellows in

the post-fellowship year. Data from the biennial follow-up surveys reveals that

contact among fellows continued for many years after they had completed the

program. For example, as long as five years post-fellowship, half of fellows from

Groups 5 through 11 reported continuing communication with other fellows on

at least a monthly basis.
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The ‘Why’ of Leadership

Leadership development entails helping individuals develop a better under-

standing of leadership from an intellectual perspective (the “what” of leader-

ship) and enhancing their personal and relational capacities for leadership (the

“how” of leadership). But without a deep insight into the ethical, moral, and

spiritual values that motivate their leadership, knowledge and capacity remain

untethered from purpose. Consequently, a critical element of an effective lead-

ership development program is to assist participants in undertaking the inner

journey of leadership.

Encouraging the Inner Work of Leadership

Perhaps the most dramatic indicator of KNFP’s evolution is the increasingly

central place that the spiritual side of leadership assumed in fellows’ personal

development during their three years in the program.7 In their initial post-

fellowship interviews, only four fellows out of 75 (5 percent) in Groups 1

through 4 made an explicit reference to the connection between spirituality

and leadership as a primary focus of her KNFP personal learning plan. By

contrast, more than one in eight fellows (13 percent) in Groups 5 through 10

made such a reference, and among members of Groups 11 through 15, the

proportion rose to one in four:

• I resisted the whole notion of  “leadership” for much of the fellowship

and only gradually came to an understanding of leadership that I’m

comfortable with and that I think is especially relevant to women: lead-

ership not as management and not even as “value-based” but rather as a

covenant. There’s a spiritual element to leadership that I began to under-

stand as a fellow.

• KNFP’s leadership training helped me see leadership apart from formal

position in a hierarchy. I came to see it as a spiritual experience, a call-

ing. Being a Kellogg fellow helped me to set aside my ego and learn

when not to talk but to listen and when not to act but to observe.

• I learned a lot about leadership from the seminars, readings, and other

fellows. I learned to be less afraid – of the possibility of failing or what

other people might think – and to trust my own judgment. The experi-

ence reinforced my belief that leadership has to involve moral and

spiritual principles. Hardly a week goes by that I don’t reflect on that.
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• My learning plan focused on how people throughout the world use spiri-

tuality to build community. The fellowship gave me the freedom to step

outside my professional “box” and learn about how people throughout the

world address common problems. I came to see the interconnections

among my interests in law, civic work in women’s issues, and in spirituality;

and I’ve been able to weave this into my teaching and research.  

• I learned that many young men in the African-American and Latino com-

munities must heal the hidden wounds of their spirit before they can suc-

ceed as leaders. I learned to listen. I spent a lot of time traveling in

Southeast Asia and Eastern Europe to see how men in different cultures

relate to one another, deal with issues of violence. I learned a lot from

other fellows, too.

• I complemented my Western training in psychotherapy by spending time

on a Lakota reservation. I learned about ways of giving voice to the voice-

less. I’m involved as a consultant internationally on issues of violence and

children, and the new perspective I acquired during the fellowship

changed the way I do my work, bringing context, spirituality, and local

wisdom to it.

• My learning plan focused on the role that spirituality plays in citizen

involvement and community commitment. I traveled to India to pursue

learning with the Dalai Lama and to Peru to learn with the Quechua

Indians – clearly something I’d never be able to do working for a small

nonprofit organization. My work focuses on technical and scientific

aspects of environmental work. My experience as a Kellogg fellow was an

extremely valuable complement – opening new ways to communicate with

others in my community, for example.

• The most important consequence of KNFP for me was the deep sense of

the importance of the spiritual basis of our lives and what we do. It’s diffi-

cult to explain, but it is very significant to me. My work against firearm

violence is one part of that.

• The program encouraged exploration into the spiritual basis of leadership.

There was great tension as we surfaced issues of privilege – by race, gender,

class, et cetera. But we could explore these dangerous issues within a spirit

of safety that comes only after you’ve spent a lot of time together, often

under difficult or challenging circumstances. Outward Bound stripped

us of all the neat defensive tricks that we used as survival tactics in the

professional world.
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Bolstering Aspirations and Confidence 

to “Make a Difference”

In the post-fellowship interviews, fellows were asked whether the KNFP experi-

ence “caused you to change at all your ideas about what you hope to accomplish

in your lifetime.” Eighty-three percent answered in the affirmative. Once again,

the evidence indicates that the programs became progressively more influential

over time: the percentage of affirmative responses increased from 70 percent

among members of Groups 1 through 4, to 84 percent among Groups 5

through 10 members, to an impressive 92 percent among fellows in Groups 11

through 15. Fellows also were asked whether KNFP had increased their “self-

confidence or sense that you can ‘make a difference.’” Fifty-six percent replied,

“very much,” and an additional 30 percent judged that KNFP helped “some-

what” in that regard (see Table 10).

Table 10. Looking back, how much did your Kellogg fellowship increase

your self-confidence or sense that you can “make a difference?” (Percent)

KNFP Groups

1 – 4 5 – 10 11 – 15 Total

Very much 46 59 64 56

Somewhat 35 30 25 30

Slightly 14 6 5 8

No effect 5 4 6 5

Negative effect 0 1 0 *

100 100 100 99

*Less than 1%

Some excerpts from the interviews with fellows help to clarify what KNFP was

able to accomplish in terms of bolstering fellows’ sense of self-confidence and

their resolve to “make a difference”:

• The fellowship encouraged me to look into myself, to discover my per-

sonal strengths and embrace them. The Gallup Institute sessions helped

me realize that some of what I thought were my strengths were not, and

I was actually better at other things than I thought I was. Out of this

came a sense of confidence and courage.
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• I have a heightened sense of self-confidence because of the fellowship –

just being with a group of successful, inspiring fellows, and the experiences

I shared with them, such as Outward Bound. I learned a lot about how to

interact better with people in the community.

• The fellowship enhanced my leadership skills, and I gained in self-confi-

dence. I’m now more likely to speak out, more willing to step forward. At

the same time, I try to empower others. The fellowship was a confirma-

tion process for me. I now do what I do with more impact and personal

insight because of KNFP. 

• The Kellogg experience helped me clarify what my values were. The

importance of making a difference became clearer to me. Leadership doesn’t

have to mean doing something dramatic and public; it can simply be rec-

ognizing an unmet need and doing something about it.

• The fellowship built self-confidence. It helped us become able to walk into

an unfamiliar situation and be at ease with the unfamiliarity of it. I am

more comfortable with ambiguity. The process really “stretched” us.

• The fellowship gave recognition and validation to my work – that it’s valu-

able, that it matters. On top of that, you get to interact with a distin-

guished group of fellows. You learn that leadership isn’t something magical

or something you’re born with. It’s working with what you have and

building on what strengths you have.

Program Impact was Consistently Strong 

across Participant Subgroups

No significant or consistent differences by fellows’ race/ethnicity or sex were evi-

dent in any measures of program impact. Nor did occupational background

(categorized into academic, nonprofit organization, private sector, and “other”)

appear to matter appreciably in mediating the impact of the program upon fel-

lows’ leadership development. Program effectiveness in promoting leadership

was consistent across all subgroups.
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The ‘So What?’ of Leadership

The evidence presented thus far confirms emphatically that the Kellogg

National Fellowship Program succeeded in clarifying participants’ conceptual

understandings of leadership, enhancing their capacities for leadership, and

providing a context within which participants could reflect upon the core val-

ues that inspire their leadership and develop a sense of personal efficacy and

self-confidence. The ultimate aim of the program, though, was to encourage

fellows to use their leadership to address important public issues, and to inspire

others to do the same. The question that remains, therefore, is: To what extent

did Kellogg fellows follow through by engaging in the real work of leadership?

This section of the report provides statistical evidence that speaks to the “so

what?” question regarding KNFP’s 20-year effort of leadership development.

Statistical summaries are valuable in addressing many important aspects of

program impact: they can reveal commonalities obscured by a thicket of idio-

syncratic detail; they can provide reliable and replicable information to pro-

mote accountability and guide policy decisions. Statistics alone, however, can-

not convey adequately the power of what for many Kellogg fellows was a pro-

foundly transformative experience, nor can statistics communicate fully the

societal impact that has resulted from the Kellogg Foundation’s investment in

fellows. Only the stories of the KNFP participants themselves can do that. We

therefore begin this section by offering a sampling of those stories.
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Seven of Seven Hundred Answers to “So What?”

Jim Yong Kim. When he began his Kellogg fellowship, anthropologist-physician

Jim Yong Kim hoped that the experience would help him become a more effec-

tive advocate for improving the quality of health care for poor people. In addi-

tion to his duties as an instructor in Harvard’s Department of Social Medicine

and as a resident at Boston’s Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Kim served as

executive director of Partners In Health (PIH), a small public charity based in

Cambridge, Mass.8 PIH offers technical and financial assistance, obtains fund-

ing and medical supplies, and helps to administer collaborative health-care

projects in underserved locations in the U.S. and Latin America. 

In 1995, Kim traveled to Peru as part of his KNFP plan of study. While there,

he investigated an outbreak of tuberculosis in Carabayllo, a shantytown on the

outskirts of Lima. Some officials at the local public health agency and at the

World Health Organization (WHO) downplayed the significance of the out-

break, even though tuberculosis remains the world’s leading infectious cause of

adult deaths. Other officials acknowledged the scope of the problem but

declared it a lost cause, because many of the infected individuals had failed to

respond to the standard treatment protocols prescribed by the WHO.

Kim persuaded the officials to let him try to tackle the problem. In collabora-

tion with local community health workers and medical laboratories back in the

States, Partners In Health tested patients from Carabayllo. The tests confirmed

that the area was experiencing an epidemic of multidrug-resistant (MDR) tuber-

culosis. When tuberculosis sufferers don’t get all the drugs they need or don’t

take them long enough, mutant drug-resistant tuberculosis bacteria can multi-

ply, turning what was initially a readily curable disease into a likely death sen-

tence. Moreover, the bacteria can spread rapidly, even well beyond the original

“hot zone.” In 1998, for example, a Ukrainian émigré with MDR-TB infected

13 passengers who had sat near him on an eight-hour flight from Paris to New

York (Donnelly and Montgomery, 1999).

MDR-TB can often be cured with a combination of drugs, but at a cost eight to

80 times higher than that of treating ordinary tuberculosis. At the time of the

outbreak in Peru, the prevailing opinion was that the expense and the difficulty

of ensuring that infected patients adhered rigorously to a regime that can take

many months rendered the treatment of MDR-TB quite impractical in impov-

erished communities. 

But Kim and Dr. Paul Farmer, his partner back at Harvard Medical School,

thought otherwise. Along with Dr. Jaime Bayona Garcia of PIH’s sister organi-

zation, Socios en Salud, they devised a treatment strategy in which hundreds of

community health workers were trained to deliver chemotherapy to patients’
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homes as an alternative to long-term hospitalization. The health workers

showed family members how to construct a simple but effective isolation area

within the patient’s home, and they saw to it that patients took their pre-

scribed medicine – typically a combination of five or more drugs – every day

over a period that lasted more than two years in some cases. Kim shuttled

back and forth between Lima and Boston during this period, staying with a

local priest while in Peru and learning Spanish on the job as he trained com-

munity health workers and negotiated with bureaucrats at national and inter-

national health organizations.

Most of the patients had suffered from MDR-TB for some time and displayed

extensive lung damage. Nevertheless, as the project began its third year of

operation, test results indicated that most patients had been cured: of more

than 50 patients with MDR-TB, 85 percent remain smear- and culture-negative,

rivaling results obtained at the best medical facilities in the United States, and

at a fraction of the cost (Farmer and Kim, 1998).

In April of 1998, at a meeting organized by Partners In Health and the

Harvard Medical School, data from the Peruvian project were presented to

WHO and a panel of international experts in tuberculosis (Farmer and Kim,

1998). After the meeting, Dr. Arata Kochi, director of the WHO Global

Tuberculosis Program, stated to the press, “We must think about MDR-TB in

a new way. In the past, we have seen it as a virtual death sentence for people

in developing countries, but now we can give them hope of a cure.”
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Subsequently, the WHO decided to replicate the Lima experiment in other sites

around the world that have been designated as MDR-TB hot zones. Thanks to

the generosity of George Soros, the first such sites are in Russia and Latvia,

where MDR-TB is prevalent and spreading rapidly. The Soros foundations also

commissioned Partners In Health to produce a report on global MDR-TB, to

provide information about the costs of existing treatments and to encourage

new drugs and therapies. In that regard, PIH is meeting with executives of Eli

Lilly & Co., which makes antibiotics for treating tuberculosis. The project was

featured recently on a PBS television show, “Connections,” in an op-ed piece in

the Washington Post, and a feature article in Natural History magazine. A major

story appearing in the New York Times discussed in detail the work of Kim and

his colleagues.

Who is responsible for all of this?  Lots of people. Jim Kim and Partners In

Health, obviously. Peruvian and WHO officials, who were skeptical at first but

later came around to support the project and expand its impact. The hundreds

of local health workers who were trained and can now sustain the program in

Peru, the Harvard Medical School, George Soros. The catalyst for it all, however,

was the Kellogg Foundation, and more specifically its National Fellowship

Program. Who says so?  Jim Kim does.

“I had never worked in a poor, urban setting before my Kellogg fellowship,”

Kim said when we interviewed him a year after he had completed KNFP. “I

learned a great deal about the public policy and economic contexts of treating

diseases. I gained experience in negotiating with decision makers – how to con-

nect to them by trying to understand their interests and knowledge.”

On a more personal level, Kim said the three-year fellowship was a “transform-

ing experience.” “I learned a great deal about myself, and about leadership,” he

said. “As an anthropologist, I was deeply suspicious of self-improvement courses,

but with urging from Roger Sublett, I gave the Gallup Leadership Institute

workshop a fair chance, and I have found that many aspects of it have been

helpful in my work. Being with other fellows and sharing experiences, listening

to the stories of people like the late Father William Cunningham of

Focus:HOPE – that inspired me and provided some valuable insights into

leadership.” 

Ed O’Neil. Just across town from Jim Kim is another physician-fellow from

Group 14, Dr. Ed O’Neil. During his training as an emergency-room doctor,

O’Neil had spent six weeks in Tanzania working in a missionary hospital.

Memories of that experience were roused when he traveled through Africa and

Latin America as part of his Kellogg fellowship, and when it was over, O’Neil

returned home to found OmniMed, a nonprofit organization that prepares U.S.

health professionals to serve in developing countries.
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O’Neil currently directs OmniMed in addition to supervising medical stu-

dents at St. Elizabeth’s Hospital in the Boston area. OmniMed’s first project is

in Belize. The organization secured $2 million in donated medical supplies

and has initiated a co-teaching, co-learning program that recently trained and

sent its first U.S. physician to that Central American nation.

“The Fellowship was absolutely crucial to my decision to found OmniMed

and to launch its program in Belize,” O’Neil said. He is also writing a book

that will help prepare U.S. health-care professionals for working abroad.

“It some ways, it all began for me during the very first week of the fellow-

ship,” O’Neil recollected a year after completing the KNFP program. “I called

my girlfriend – now my wife – from the orientation session at Lake Bluff,

Illinois. I told her that although I didn’t fully understand how, I felt that my

life was about to change. I was right.” 

“I had been involved in international medicine before my Kellogg fellowship,”

he continued, “but the fellowship experience vastly increased the scope of that

work and my understanding of interrelationships across medical, political, and

spiritual dimensions. I came to recognize my true calling and to pursue it.”
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O’Neil said that his Kellogg fellowship “provided the time, the resources, and

the motivation to broaden my knowledge and understanding of the nonprofit

world, social justice, and public policy.” “The discussions we had about issues of

diversity and race affected me very powerfully,” he added. “I read books by

Paulo Freire [1993], by Gustavo Gutierrez, and by other wise people I had never

known about before. I learned first-hand about health care in impoverished

areas of Latin America by visiting the Partners In Health projects in Peru and

Haiti. I picked up some skills in conflict resolution, press relations, and using

the Internet for research and communication.

“Most of all,” he continued, “I saw how spiritually alive many of the individuals

we met through the Kellogg seminars were, and how they connected their life’s

work to their spiritual values. The fellowship provided a safe place for me to

reflect on such things and to come to understand my own values, which have

now become the basis of my work.” 

O’Neil said that his connections with other fellows “have led to all kinds of

unanticipated outcomes.” By way of example, he recalled how Roger Casey, a

Kellogg fellow from Alabama, took a group of his students to the OmniMed

project in Belize as part of an international service-learning experience. “One of

those students was so inspired by what she saw in Belize that when she returned

to Alabama she launched an initiative of her own to address health and poverty

issues in Birmingham!” O’Neil said.

“I see myself and my role in the world radically differently as a result of the fel-

lowship,” he said. “Our rich country and my profession have not done all we

can to make life better for those who live under the weight of poverty, a lack of

decent health care, and a lack of hope. We can do better, and I intend to do my

part. Tell the folks back in Battle Creek that the Kellogg National Fellowship

Program works. It works.”
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Laura A. Napier. Laura Napier didn’t exactly start out to become a professor.

“As a young Native American woman, I had a horrible public school experi-

ence,” she told us. “Somehow, I managed to get into college on a music schol-

arship, barely able to read.”

After she graduated, L. A. (as she is known to her friends) returned to her

home town, hoping to get a job as an elementary school teacher. But they

weren’t hiring, so she went back to school to study some more. “One thing led

to another, and ultimately I went on to get a doctorate at Penn State, in edu-

cation and education administration. After that, I took a job as director of the

Indian Leadership Program at Penn State.” From there, she joined the faculty

at the University of Colorado’s Denver campus.

“My interests in leadership led me to apply for a Kellogg fellowship,” Professor

Napier said when we interviewed her a year after she completed her Kellogg

fellowship. “I teach about leadership, but I was troubled because most of the

literature was based on military and corporate models. These weren’t relevant

to me or to my Native American community, and so I hoped to use my fel-

lowship to explore alternative models of leadership.

“I started off with a plan to study American Indian leadership, since there was

almost no research on that,” Napier said. “But my advisers encouraged me to

expand my thinking, to study indigenous leadership more generally and not to

focus on American Indians exclusively. That turned out to be very good

advice. The program helped me to clarify my ideas about leadership. In my

culture, you don’t go around saying you are a leader. Instead, leadership is a

collaborative effort, everyone has a role to play. All the scholarly research

nowadays emphasizes that leadership is a web of collaborative efforts – which

is what indigenous people have been saying all along!  The fellowship experience

confirmed for me that what I was taught in my community about leadership

was valid – and that I have a role to play in helping others to understand that.

“I learned about conflict resolution processes during my fellowship, and that

has been very useful,” she continued. “I saw the need to help indigenous peo-

ple become more empowered in their negotiations with others. I learned video

skills. I’m completing a documentary on indigenous leadership, which will be

shown at the World Indigenous Cultures conference in Hawaii. The fellow-

ship also improved my interviewing skills and my research skills. I’m better at

public speaking. My work didn’t have an international orientation before the

fellowship; now it does.

“I grew spiritually during the fellowship, also,” Napier added. “I’m more at

peace with myself. I used to be very quiet when around folks other than my

own people. I’m more assertive and forthright now. I came to understand that
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I had a responsibility to speak up and offer leadership, that I have something

worthwhile to contribute. My teaching has improved, my research has a clearer

focus. The chief of my tribe has asked for my advice. I’m better able to serve the

School of Education and the university. We’ve revised our curriculum to reflect

what I learned about indigenous models of leadership. This in turn affects future

teachers and the students they work with. 

“So you see,” she concluded, “the fellowship creates a ripple of effects, like a

stone thrown into a pond.”

Diana Chapman Walsh. When Diana Chapman Walsh began her Kellogg fel-

lowship in 1987, she was a professor of social and behavioral sciences at Boston

University’s School of Public Health. By the time she had completed her fellow-

ship in 1990, she had agreed to become professor and chair of the Department

of Health and Social Behavior at the Harvard School of Public Health. On the

day we interviewed her at her office a year later, a path-breaking study of med-

ical treatment for alcoholism that she co-led with colleague Ralph W. Hingson

was front-page news in The Boston Globe (Knox, 1991).

In her post-fellowship interview, Walsh described her travels throughout the

United States and abroad as a Kellogg fellow, studying workplace democracy

and principles of leadership – and writing poetry.  In addition, she noted that

the skills in media relations she had gained during the fellowship had proved to

be very useful when presenting her research findings to the press. When asked

whether her KNFP experience had influenced her career development in any

way, she replied that she might well have not had the nerve to take the position

as chair had it not been for the understanding of leadership and about herself as

a leader that she acquired through the fellowship.
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Less than two years after saying that, she would become the 12th president of

Wellesley College. In a newspaper story that broke the news, Walsh was quoted

as saying that in accepting the job she hoped “to amplify the voice of the insti-

tution in the nation and the world as a force for women.” “We can use cam-

pus resources to shape how liberal arts colleges can address important social

policy issues, particularly as they affect women,” she said (Dembner, 1993).

While admitting to reporters that she had “a steep learning curve” ahead of

her, Walsh said she would draw on “skills developed in her research projects,

her tenure at Boston University’s health policy institute and at Harvard, and

on a Kellogg fellowship.” The story also quotes her as saying she would also

draw on “the ‘secret weapon’ of her writing, which includes poetry.”

More recently, Walsh has used that secret weapon to share with others what

she has learned about leadership, including a chapter entitled “Cultivating

Inner Resources for Leadership,” which appears in The Organization of the

Future (Hesselbein et al., 1997), an edited volume in the Drucker Foundation

series on leadership.

In her reply to the 1994 follow-up survey of past Kellogg fellows, Walsh

wrote, “I would not have been a viable candidate for the presidency – in my

own mind or in that of the presidential search committee – if it had not been

for the learning experience of KNFP. I am as certain of that as I am of few

other things.”

Bill Bolling. In 1999, the Atlanta Business Chronicle’s list of “The Most

Influential Atlantans” included, among others: William Chace, president of

Emory University; M. Douglas Ivester, chairman and CEO of Coca-Cola;

Bernard Marcus, co-founder and chairman of Home Depot Inc.; former

Atlanta mayor, UN ambassador, and civil rights leader, Andrew Young ... and

Bill Bolling, executive director of the Atlanta Community Food Bank and

member of KNFP Group 11.

Under the heading, “Why he is powerful,” the Chronicle noted that “Bolling

founded the Food Bank 20 years ago to provide food assistance to nonprofit

agencies serving the needy in the Atlanta area.9 Today he works with, and is

trusted by, a diverse groups and individuals throughout the Atlanta region.

He communicates with the powerful and powerless. He also is described as

an excellent facilitator in community problem-solving.” The story went on to

say that “Bolling continues to bring the players in welfare reform and govern-

ment decentralization to the table to negotiate new roles for the public and

private sectors.”
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When we interviewed Bill Bolling in 1994, the year after he completed his

Kellogg fellowship, he praised KNFP for helping him develop many of the

insights and leadership capacities cited five years later by the Atlanta Business

Chronicle. “For someone who had spent his entire career in nonprofit settings,

KNFP was a godsend,” he said. “It was perhaps my one opportunity in life to

travel, attend seminars on topics I’d always wanted to learn more about, and

interact with leaders from a wide variety of fields. I was exposed to the latest

theory and practice in leadership and management, and I’ve put it to work in

my own organization.” 

Bolling said that he is “much more involved in public policy now because of the

fellowship.” He continued, “We’ve changed the mission of our organization,

going beyond food distribution alone to address hunger as an issue that has many

causes and consequences. We’re involved in mediation and dispute resolution,

which I learned during the fellowship, including participating in mediation ses-

sions with Israelis and Palestinians in their homelands. Here in Atlanta, we now

work with political officials, churches, citizen groups, the media, and so on.”

Bolling came to Atlanta’s St. Luke’s Episcopal Church in 1975 to take charge of

the church’s street ministries to the homeless. By 1978, St. Luke’s was feeding

some 300 people a day. As Bolling drove his truck around the city collecting

food for the church’s soup kitchen, “I saw more food out there than I could use

and knew other people could use it,” he said.

Bolling started the Atlanta Community Food Bank (ACFB) in 1979 and left

St. Luke’s street ministries to become full-time director of the Food Bank in

1981 – just as the twin forces of a nationwide economic recession and the paring

back of government antipoverty programs collided. From that beginning, ACFB

has grown to become a primary food source for some 700 nonprofits through-

out the state of Georgia and beyond. Equally important, the organization has

broadened its mission to address the underlying causes of hunger and poverty,

and, as the Chronicle story notes, to bring the players from government, busi-

ness, and the nonprofit sector together to negotiate solutions.

More recently, ACFB has begun to pass on what it has learned through experi-

ence by providing training and technical assistance to its member groups. “A lot

of people have warm hearts and deep commitments, but they don’t know how

to balance the books or about safe food-handling practices,” Bolling said in a

recent article in the Chronicle of Philanthropy (Lipman and Schwinn, 2000).

Bolling’s organization also has begun to train food recipients to cook, operate a

fork-lift, and do other jobs, as key to helping people get out of poverty. “Our

mission is to fight hunger by engaging, educating, and empowering our com-

munity,” says Bolling.
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Bill Bolling also credits the fellowship program with helping him to connect his

interests in democratic governance with his practical work with food banks –

and to expand his work to an international scale. “KNFP greatly broadened my

interest in emerging democracies,” he said in his post-fellowship interview. “I

learned first-hand about democratization in Eastern Europe. I visited Russia

during the fellowship. After the USSR break-up, I got a phone call asking for

help in setting up a food distribution system there. I traveled to St. Petersburg,

Russia, in December 1991, and assisted in that project – setting up the distribu-

tion strategy and training people to do the work. I also work with Friendship

Force, which is a people-to-people project in partnership with people in Russia.”

In an article in the Kellogg Foundation publication, Focus, Bolling (1992)

described his Russian experience – in which a warehouse was obtained, a

director of the new food bank was selected, the army was contracted to pro-

vide security, local feeding programs were initiated, and a food distribution

network was established ... all in five days:

I was sitting in a hotel dining room in St. Petersburg, Russia, four days

before Christmas with a group of people who had worked incredibly

hard the past week. We had put together a food bank to distribute

food to those in need, which currently included almost everyone ...

Russian, American, and French volunteers had worked on the food

bank project. The week had been full of surprise and wonder. Before

my eyes, I could see the slow process of democracy emerging within a

country that wasn’t sure what it meant. The idea of a group of diverse

people working for the common good took on a new meaning ... There

were questions, apprehensions, and great commitments expressed.
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I found myself feeling proud of my heritage, of the ideas and ideals that

my country had been founded on. I thought that sharing these ideas was

even more important than sharing my expertise on creating and manag-

ing a food distribution program. The idea that we can come together

around our common self-interest is the backbone of democracy. It’s amaz-

ing how much we sometimes take this for granted.

Around the dinner table that night there was a heartfelt sharing of philo-

sophical and spiritual metaphors to express the wonder of our possible

new life and the sadness of the old ... Food was again used, as it has

been throughout the ages, as both an organizing tool and a way to gather

around the table to break bread and break down distinctions and differ-

ences that build up among people ...

There are those who characterize the fall of communism as a defeat for one

system and a victory for another. But, in reality, as we look at our respective

communities, we see that there were no winners, only survivors. It is now

time to heal our old wounds, in part by reaching out to old enemies.

Demetria Royals. Ask Deedee Royals what the kids she grew up with are doing

these days and she’s liable to tell you, “twenty-to-life.” Raised in foster homes,

Deedee won a place in a program that provides scholarships for promising

inner-city youngsters to attend some of the finest preparatory schools in the

nation. After graduating from The Putney School, in Putney, Vermont, she went

on to New York University, where she earned a bachelor’s degree in journalism

and a master’s in filmmaking. 
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An assistant professor at Ramapo College of New Jersey at the time she

became a Kellogg fellow in 1994, Deedee Royals today is a tenured professor

of media arts at the college and co-owner of a video production company. Her

promotion to full professor occurred a good three or four years ahead of

schedule. She returned to The Putney School in 1999 to deliver their gradua-

tion address. When we interviewed Professor Royals earlier that year about

what the consequences of KNFP had been for her so far, she had this to say:

“I’m the only tenured woman of color at Ramapo College. I serve simultane-

ously as an elected member of the faculty senate and as head of the college’s

association of minority faculty and staff members. No one’s ever done that

before at Ramapo, and it offers an important opportunity to help guide the

college as it wrestles with issues of diversity. I’ve helped my colleagues come to

understand that if we are committed to broadening the diversity of our faculty,

we must extend our search for promising people into nontraditional places,

beyond academia. I also serve as faculty adviser to an all-white fraternity on

campus, at their invitation, and I’m active in my synagogue and in the com-

munity where I live, in Brooklyn. 

“My three years as a Kellogg fellow are woven into all of this,” Royals added.

“The travels, the self-reflection, and the time spent with other fellows helped

me come to understand that, for people of color, leadership has to move

beyond identity politics and its focus on race alone. In Russia and in Brazil,

for example, I saw first-hand that poverty and oppression transcend race. Our

travel to South Africa has helped inform my teaching about the arts and about

the role of the artist in civil society.”

Royals noted that she was artist-in-residence at the Carnegie-Mellon

University media lab during the last year of her Kellogg fellowship, and that

experience has led to new opportunities. “This year, I’ve been invited to par-

ticipate in a summer seminar at Harvard University sponsored by the Institute

on the Arts and Civic Dialogue in association with the American Repertory

Theater and the W. E. B. DuBois Institute,” she said.

“On a personal level, I learned through the fellowship that I didn’t have to live

my life in reaction to other people’s expectations or prejudices but rather to be

comfortable in my own skin and on my own path,” Royals said. “I achieved a

sense of inner peace that has greatly enhanced my ability to say the things that

need to be said and not to fear the reactions of others. The fellowship also

gave me space to grieve about what I left behind in my life to get to where I

am today. As an outgrowth of that experience, I applied for and obtained a

grant from the Ford Foundation to produce a documentary about foster care

kids and foster care programs.” 
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Royals believes that some aspects of the fellowship program were less than

entirely successful, however, and that some important insights can be gleaned

from the mis-steps. “Do I have any criticisms of KNFP?  Sure I do,” she said.

“The program had the right intentions about valuing diversity, but they hadn’t

thought through all the implications. Sometimes we got so wrapped up in being

‘inclusive’ that we were reluctant to criticize or challenge some of the things we

heard or saw. I wouldn’t want ‘diversity’ to derail a search for common ground

and shared values – not in the fellowship program and not in life.

“Still,” Royals recalled, “by the end of our three years together, we managed to

surface some of these issues and discuss them honestly – far more honestly than

they are dealt with in most other places. I think the fellows learned from that

experience, and I think that the KNFP staff did, as well.” She concluded,

“Please understand: if I criticize certain aspects of KNFP, it’s because I believe

that the program is so important. This is a lover’s quarrel. I love the Kellogg pro-

gram. The fellows are my brothers and sisters.”

Captain Ray Gatchalian. Ray Gatchalian joined the Oakland, California, fire

department in 1974, following a stint as a Green Beret in Vietnam and as a stu-

dent at University of California-Berkeley, where he obtained a degree in natural

resource conservation. Ten years later, the San Francisco native – by then the

captain of Engine Company 15 – applied for a Kellogg fellowship to discover

“what the qualities are of people who are making a difference.” As a member of

KNFP Group 4, Gatchalian traveled to Israel, China, the Soviet Union, most of

Central America, and much of South America.

At the time, Gatchalian had begun to explore the use of documentary film-

making to inform and inspire the public. He had created several public-service

videos on fire safety and was associate producer on two San Francisco Film

Festival award-winning shorts, “Survival Run,” about a blind marathon runner,

and “Here’s Looking at You, Kid,” about a badly burned boy and his mother.

After visiting El Salvador during his Kellogg fellowship and hearing the testimony

of Maria, an El Salvadoran woman, at a peace conference in Costa Rica, he

decided to make an 8mm video about events there.

“Maria talked about how her brother had disappeared, and how she found him

with all the bones in his body broken and his eyes and mouth sewn up shut. A

couple of days later, the military killed her husband and slit her father’s throat.

They raped and murdered her 14-year-old daughter, raped Maria, and threw her

in a ditch, beating her with a board,” he recalled in a story about his work that

appeared in the San Francisco Chronicle in 1990 (Adolphson, 1990).
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Seven visits to Central America during and immediately following his three

years as a Kellogg fellow yielded 30 hours of footage, which Gatchalian edited

into a 15-minute documentary, “Unheard Voices,” which first aired on public

television in 1990. Opening with a poem by assassinated Salvadoran revolu-

tionary Roque Dalton called “Como Tu” (“Like You”), “Unheard Voices” depicts

what had become of El Salvador after 10 years of civil war, focusing on the one

million people – mostly orphans and women – displaced by the fighting. In the

documentary, children interviewed in orphanages, clinics, hospitals, and refugee

villages express their wish for peace and urge the United States to halt its back-

ing of the El Salvadoran government. “The more you send, the more die,” says

one youngster. The documentary closes with a quote from slain Archbishop

Oscar Romero that exemplifies Ray Gatchalian’s approach to global problems

that often seem overwhelming: “All of us can do something.”

Married and the father of a young daughter himself, Gatchalian eventually

helped arrange for several children to travel from El Salvador to the United

States for reconstructive surgery. He also raised $2,000 at a San Francisco

screening of “Unheard Voices,” then flew to Washington, D.C., where he dis-

tributed 100 copies of the video to political committees, relief organizations,

religious groups, and to the Kellogg Foundation. On March 30, 1990, it aired

during a special screening in the U.S. Senate.

Gatchalian’s work at promoting international understanding and awareness

continues. Juggling world travel and his duties as a firefighter, he has shot doc-

umentaries about homeless children who live in the sewers beneath the streets

of Ulan Batur, Mongolia, and about the destruction of Buddhist Temples by
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occupying Chinese forces in Tibet. When we caught up with him 13 years after

the completion of his Kellogg fellowship, he was preparing to leave for India,

where he would be meeting with the Dalai Lama.

All of this world travel hasn’t caused Ray Gatchalian to forget about the folks at

home, though. He’s given the slogan “Think globally, act locally” a new twist:

“Think globally and locally, act globally and locally.” In 1998, a brawl at a local

football game resulted in an abrupt end to Oakland’s high-school football season

and the cancellation of the city’s Silver Bowl championship game. In an effort to

heal the wounds and promote understanding among the city’s youth, Gatchalian

arranged for a group of football players from three rival schools to put aside

their differences and perform together in the Oakland Ballet’s version of the hol-

iday classic, “The Nutcracker.” In a newspaper story highlighting the unique

event, Skyline High School student Leonard Jackson, one of five football players

who performed as toy soldiers in the ballet, is quoted as saying, “We joined as

one and got to talk. ...We found out we had a lot in common.”

The situation was far more serious on October 20, 1991, when a fire that even-

tually killed 25 people and caused more than $1 billion in damage swept

through the hills above Oakland. Off duty that day, as soon as Gatchalian and

fellow firefighter John Arnerich learned of the fire, they loaded Gatchalian’s

pickup truck with hoses and sped to the scene. As they frantically unloaded

hoses in the Broadway Terrace neighborhood, a group of about a dozen residents

joined them. Gatchalian, Arnerich, and the volunteers held their ground for

nearly three hours, managing to save much of the neighborhood as flames

jumped from house to house and spread through the tops of trees. This heroic

act of improvised leadership was later portrayed in the ABC-TV movie,

“Firestorm.” Gatchalian received $5,000 for his rights to the story – money he

promptly donated to charity, naturally.

Looking back over the 16 years since he became a Kellogg fellow, Ray

Gatchalian summed up KNFP’s impact on his life this way. “What the fellow-

ship taught me, and what I know for sure, is that you can’t know what doors

will open to you and what roles you will get to play, but if you stay steady in

pursuing what you believe in, from a spiritual basis, things will unfold before

you, and you will then see what you can do.”   

By way of example, he said, “In this past year I’ve served on the advisory board

for the Million Mom March, and I spoke at their leadership conference in

Denver. I worked with a group to secure $1 million from an area foundation to

develop an antiviolence program for youth here in California. I’ve been doing

things like this for 12 years, using what I learned in the Kellogg fellowship. 
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“The fellowship allowed me to be at ease in offering leadership in my own

way,” Gatchalian concluded. “It taught me that I didn’t have to have a high

position of authority in an institution or accumulate a bunch of titles in order

to help worthwhile things get done. A leader doesn’t tell the group what to do.

A leader convenes the group, and helps the wisdom of the group to come

forth. If it takes dialogue, then you dialogue. If it takes poetry and music, you

use poetry and music. If it takes running from California to Washington,

D.C.” – as he did with a group of friends in 1991 to inspire Americans to

reflect upon their nation’s history – ”then you do that.”

Manifesting Global Perspectives in Post-Fellowship Work

The KNFP international experience exerts a lasting influence upon fellows’

work. In their post-fellowship interviews, 59 percent (N=363) of fellows

described involvement in internationally oriented work that grew out of their

fellowship activities. That percentage was fairly steady across all KNFP groups,

perhaps indicative of the fact that enhancing the global perspective of fellows

was a key objective of the program from the outset. Moreover, in the biennial

follow-up surveys, 36 percent of fellows from Groups 5 through 10 reported

seven to eight years following the completion of their fellowships that KNFP

had helped “very much” to enhance the international character of their work,

and an additional 31 percent reported that KNFP had helped “somewhat” in

that regard.

The stories of Jim Kim, Ed O’Neil, Ray Gatchalian, and Bill Bolling provide

some dramatic examples of KNFP-inspired leadership of international scope.

But there are literally hundreds of additional examples, including the following:

• I knew nothing about Latin America before the Kellogg fellowship. I had

no idea what Mayan culture was. I couldn’t speak Spanish. But as a result

of the fellowship, I was able to take a month-long Spanish language immer-

sion course in Guatemala and spend a good deal of traveling in Mexico and

Central America. That has led to a number of partnerships between my

college and local villages and projects in Central America. A Brazilian col-

league of mine and I have developed an interdisciplinary curriculum called

The Americas Project, which is a direct spin-off of my Kellogg fellowship. I

have also taken two dozen students to Central America to participate in

service projects with Rotary International, and we’re creating an exchange

program to bring students from there to my institution.

• KNFP took a middle-class woman of limited means and experience –

me – and exposed her to things she would never have seen otherwise. It

catalyzed changes that may have eventually happened, but not nearly so

rapidly. The fellowship gave me the confidence to try anything. It
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showed me how international projects work and that this was something I

could do. As a direct result, I am now working in Russia to help establish a

plan for reforming health education there. I’ve taken teams to Russia sev-

eral times to meet with leaders in health care there.

• My KNFP travels to Africa enabled me to collaborate in Zimbabwe in the

establishment of an Office of Environmental Protection there, in Gambia

to help develop a new university curriculum on management and leader-

ship, and in South Africa to train managers and public administrators.

• I have helped to develop programs for the treatment of the terminally ill

in Australia, New Zealand, and Japan – all places visited during KNFP-

sponsored trips. 

• I worked with representatives of the Ford Foundation and Planned

Parenthood and public officials in Russia to establish outpatient gyneco-

logical care clinics there based on models employed in Texas and Mexico.

I assisted with health care planning and programs in Venezuela and Costa

Rica and worked with the World Health Organization on programs to

promote breast-feeding. All of this was a direct outgrowth of travel, con-

tacts, and inspiration acquired through KNFP.

• I became active in Partners in America, and eventually became director of

the local group. We are involved in a sister-city project with a city in

Nicaragua, sending medical aid and school supplies to them, promoting

citizen diplomacy and exchange programs, educating our local community,

and sponsoring exchange students. This is not the sort of thing that a

chemist typically does. All of it is the result of my travels as a Kellogg fel-

low, the confidence that I gained in the fellowship program, and the sense

of empowerment that being a Kellogg fellow provided.
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• I worked with a governmental environmental agency in China to set up

training courses in ecology there and brought Chinese scholars to the

U.S. to study ecology and agriculture – all direct outgrowths of my

KNFP-sponsored trip to China.

• I worked on an economic assessment of biodiversity and tropical forest

management in Guatemala. I also expanded an international course on

developing countries and tripled university-wide enrollment in that

course. My fellowship experience was the starting point for these activi-

ties – the extensive travel experience in developing countries.

• I helped to secure support for hundreds of women to participate in the

U.N. Conference for Women in Beijing. This work was possible because

of the experience I had through my fellowship in organizing the 1985

Conference in Nairobi. 

• I recently taught a course for 25 scientists in Ghana. I hosted a visiting

scholar from Ghana for six weeks, and we published a paper on our

research project. I assisted an Argentine scientist in setting up a student-

exchange program.

• As an outgrowth of my KNFP learning plan, I went to Israel and worked

in an Israeli women’s center, sharing information about ways to increase

leadership among women. That experience will affect me for the rest of

my life, and I will be going back there again to continue the collaboration.

• I met groups overseas that work to reduce domestic violence. In coun-

tries where domestic violence laws are weak, communities often provide

alternative solutions, and some of these solutions are exportable to

immigrant communities in the U.S., especially those in rural areas.

Through international contacts I made during the fellowship, I have

become active as a consultant to groups outside the U.S. For example,

I’m training judges for the Organization of American States and the

Panamanian Organization for Health to use international human rights

treaties to offer workable remedies for domestic violence. I’m also doing

work in Ecuador, Uruguay, and Chile.

• I have had two proposals funded to work in Latin America on commu-

nity-building and economic development. I have also applied for a sum-

mer inter-university program for Big Ten universities to partner with

institutions in Puerto Rico.

• My work in the U.S. is on alternatives to incarceration for minority

youth. As a result of the fellowship, I am involved in bringing our “best

practices” programs to South Africa.
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• I work with a school in the Dominican Republic on technology, eco-

tourism, and education. I collaborate with schools, environmental organi-

zations, and an Internet service provider there. I went to the Dominican

Republic and developed my knowledge of ecotourism through a Shedd

Aquarium-sponsored trip as part of my Kellogg fellowship.

• Through trips I took to Latin America during the fellowship, I established

links with groups in that region of the world. I have since helped my com-

munity establish a sister-city relationship with a town in El Salvador,

enabling the town to replenish its dairy herd with the assistance of some

funding from WKKF. I just returned from Guadalajara, where I gave an

address at the medical school there, something I was able to do because I

learned about geriatric policy in Mexico, and also how to speak Spanish,

as a Kellogg fellow.

• I serve on the board of the University of Namibia, a direct outgrowth of

the trip I took with several other Kellogg fellows to Africa during our fel-

lowship. We are helping to develop the university and work with its presi-

dent, whom we met in Africa on a KNFP trip.

• I established four new programs at my college for study abroad: in art

history and business at Christie’s in London; a partnership with the

University of the Americas in Mexico; at Kobe University in Japan; and a

new program being established in Russia – all direct outgrowths of my

KNFP travel.

• I was able to get two large shipments of books delivered to libraries in

Chile. The books are in Spanish and mostly on topics in mathematics and

science. I learned about the shortage of books in local libraries there and

made contacts during my trip to that country.

• Following up on a visit to El Salvador made during KNFP, I secured fund-

ing from the U.S. Agency for International Development to bring 25

teachers from that country to the U.S. to collaborate with their counter-

parts here. This helped to educate the teachers from El Salvador about new

teaching approaches, and it showed the U.S. student-teachers that dedicat-

ed teachers in even the harshest environments can accomplish great things.
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Collaborating across Disciplinary Boundaries

As shown in Table 11, more than three out of four fellows reported in their

post-fellowship interviews that KNFP enhanced the interdisciplinary character

of their work either “very much” (46 percent) or “somewhat” (32 percent).

Once again, fellows’ self-assessments indicate that the effectiveness of the pro-

gram increased as it evolved over time: 53 percent of fellows from Groups 11

through 15 judged that KNFP increased the interdisciplinary character of

their work “very much,” as compared with 45 percent of fellows from Groups

5 through 10 and 38 percent of fellows from Groups 1 through 4. As to

longer-term effects, 42 percent of fellows from Groups 5 through 10 reported

seven to eight years following the completion of their fellowships that KNFP

had helped “very much” to “enhance the interdisciplinary character” of their

work, and an additional 30 percent reported that KNFP had helped “some-

what” in that regard.

Table 11. How much did your Kellogg Fellowship enhance the

interdisciplinary character of your work? (Percent)

KNFP Groups

1 – 4 5 – 10 11 – 15 Total

Very much 38 45 53 46

Somewhat 31 46 27 32

Slightly 24 13 10 15

No effect 7 5 10 7

Negative effect 0 0 0 0

100 109 100 100

Specific examples of post-fellowship interdisciplinary work that fellows traced

directly to their KNFP experiences include the following:

• I am working on a new project to improve training in geriatrics. The

interdisciplinary understandings I developed through KNFP – relating

knowledge from nursing, social work, public health, and psychology to

geriatrics – helped considerably in obtaining funding for the project.

The fellowship gave me a better appreciation of how much more inter-

esting it is to approach problems in an interdisciplinary way, as well as

some of the obstacles to doing interdisciplinary work. Before the fellow-

ship, I worked narrowly within a specific discipline, not having the time

or space for interactions outside my discipline. KNFP changed all that.
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• I collaborated with experts in occupational therapy, speech, family studies,

elementary teaching, home economics, and other disciplines in the devel-

opment and implementation of a model program, called Even Start, to

address the early educational needs of pre-school children, a project which

is directly related to my KNFP learning plan. 

• I teach about agricultural systems. As a result of my KNFP experiences, I’m

now able to relate issues of social equity and justice and hunger and food

distribution to my teaching and research. I created a course on agricultural

ethics that I would not have been able to do without the fellowship.

• My learning plan was on environment and agriculture. KNFP enabled me

to approach this in an interdisciplinary way, including a project called

Native Images, in which Native young adults, along with youth from

other backgrounds, grow flowers and vegetables and raise animals while

learning about Native American history and traditions. This is one of the

most personally rewarding things I’ve ever done.

• The fellowship showed me the value of taking a community-coalition

approach to problem solving – bringing people together on a variety of

public health issues, such as gun control, teen pregnancy, violence, HIV,

and substance abuse.

• The KNFP experience helped me to think “outside the box” and work

more effectively with community organizations. It helped me develop new

education and training programs and devise new programs beyond my

organization’s traditional emphasis on mortgage lending and small busi-

ness loans – such as building community centers, financing child-care cen-

ters, and other nontraditional initiatives.

Increased Policy Relevance of Fellows’ Work

A primary objective of KNFP is not only to broaden fellows’ perspectives and

insights into important issues of the day, but to motivate them to apply what they

learn in practical ways to address those issues. To assess KNFP’s effectiveness in

encouraging fellows to use their knowledge, expertise, and leadership abilities to

inform and affect public policy, fellows were asked in their post-fellowship inter-

views and in the biennial follow-up surveys to indicate the degree to which their

current work dealt with policy matters and, when relevant, to describe how their

experiences as Kellogg fellows affected the policy relevance of what they do.

The results displayed in Table 12 support the conclusion that KNFP motivated

fellows to increase the policy relevance of their work and, moreover, that the

impact is enduring. On average, the proportion of fellows reporting that their
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work dealt “very much” with matters of public policy increased by 26 percent-

age points in the post-fellowship interview, as compared with their retrospec-

tive assessments of their pre-fellowship work (from 30 percent pre-fellowship

to 56 percent post-fellowship). Equally important, those gains were still evident

more than a decade later in fellows’ responses to the follow-up surveys: in the

1996 follow-up survey, 55 percent of fellows from Groups 1 through 4 reported

that their current work dealt “very much” with matters of public policy, as

compared with 28 percent who described their pre-fellowship work in those

terms when we interviewed with them in the mid-1980s.

Table 12. Percent of fellows stating the work they do deals “very much”

with matters of public policy: pre-KNFP and in the post-fellowship

interviews and surveys.

KNFP Pre- Post-KNFP 1992 1994 1996 1998

Group KNFP interview follow-up follow-up follow-up follow-up

1 30 60 56 61 50 *

2 24 51 55 57 61 *

3 27 64 41 35 55 *

4 30 54 61 48 54 *

5 32 65 52 61 60 *

6 33 54 45 54 57 *

7 32 63 * 63 61 44

8 34 67 * 68 64 55

9 18 59 * * 54 35

10 43 52 * * 48 50

11 19 45 * * * 21

12 24 37 * * * 19

13 41 57 * * * *

14 38 50 * * * *

15 32 47 * * * *

* Not applicable.
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Listed below are some of the hundreds of examples that fellows provided of ways

in which their KNFP experiences continued to enhance the policy relevance of

their work:

• Since the fellowship, more of my work involves policy questions about

health care rather than doing basic research alone. I see the connection

between the surrounding community and the medical center differently.

The fellowship changed my way of approaching research; I’m now more

interested in how we can address the issue of interpersonal violence, for

example. The fellowship caused me to take a broader view than just a

purely quantitative, epidemiological one.

• I learned a tremendous amount about environmental issues, labor issues,

ethnic politics, and immigration issues through my KNFP learning plan

oriented around the North American Free Trade Agreement. I’m a com-

munity college administrator. I knew very little about any of this before

the fellowship. I learned that there’s a lot more to NAFTA than just its

affect on taxes. We conducted perhaps 50 workshops for Latino groups all

over the United States to develop a consensus U.S./Hispanic position on

NAFTA. We provided testimony to the U.S. Congress and helped inform

legislation on environmental matters and labor issues. We proposed the

North American Development Act, to provide funds to develop commu-

nity infrastructure along the border.
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• Our United Way work used to be fairly traditional: programs, funding

allocations, monitoring – that sort of thing. Since I completed the fel-

lowship, we have developed an active government relations and public

policy program at the local and state levels, all of which I attribute

directly to the additional awareness about public policy and the profes-

sional networks I developed through KNFP. The fellowship also enabled

me to understand better the connections between international policy

and local issues here in Miami. NAFTA, and international trade more

generally, have a tremendous impact upon south Florida, for example.

• The fellowship showed us how to help other people take control of their

own lives and solve their problems directly, and I’m working to empower

people in the community. I have linked my medical school directly to

providing service for poor people and minorities in the community. I

got a $3 million budget to institutionalize this process through training

community people in public health provision. We’ve brought local

teenagers into the medical school to present our field research results

and to expose them to the possibilities of a career in medicine or public

health. 

• I wasn’t doing legislative work prior to the fellowship. While in KNFP, I

began the Living Wage initiative that propelled me into the policy arena.

Right now, that work focuses on policy making in the state legislature

and influencing the internal policies of state agencies. KNFP gave me

more skills and tools to take on policy work. Equally important, it gave

me the confidence and improved my communication skills to develop

broad-based collaborative projects.

• The design and implementation of our Weed and Seed crime-prevention

program would have been totally different if it hadn’t been for KNFP.

Weed and Seed has had a huge impact on law enforcement and crime

prevention policies. It involves interdisciplinary approaches, leadership

development, and systems analysis. We get away from the “lock ‘em up

and build more prisons” approach, to really look at the social factors that

contribute to crime.

• I learned a lot about education reform issues as a fellow. The fellowship

helped propel me into work at the national level on education. I also

work at the state level: I was appointed to chair the state school board

conference. I was also recently elected as a school board member, and so

now work on education policy locally, at the state level, and nationally. 

• I did training at the Institute for Community Economic Development

during the fellowship, which has helped me to become more active in

policy making on a statewide level. I do advocacy work on behalf of the

regional center I direct and also on behalf of community-based projects. 
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• I got into health access issues while pursuing my learning plan as part of

the fellowship. This helped prepare me for the work I’m doing now with

the State of Maryland to promote health care access and benefits in con-

nection with welfare reform. I also was able to help get funding to launch

Morgan State University’s new School of Public Health.

• My work with international organizations and relief agencies is policy-rele-

vant. I also work with the Worldwide Catholic Charities Confederation on

how to bring about interfaith harmony and reconciliation in their work.

My work with Local Capacities for Peace includes writing case studies and

developing materials to be used by international agencies. I also work on

their steering committees. The fellowship has helped me be more effective

in all of this.

• My KNFP learning plan involved studying public health services at the

local and state levels and internationally. I worked with the Department of

Public Health during my fellowship to conduct a needs assessment about

substance abuse and on programs for pregnant women and children. That

led to a grant and further study. I shifted my focus more into public

health issues, and by the end of the fellowship I was on a new and differ-

ent career track – away from working in a hospital division and pursuing

an academic career and into public health and policy issues.

• My KNFP learning plan got me directly involved in issues surrounding K-

16 science education. That experience prompted me to work at the

National Research Center for two years on science education issues at the

national level. This work has continued in Maine along with my work in

science education at the local and state levels.

• I have utilized the expertise in urban planning, the expanded professional

network, and the positioning for leadership that I acquired through KNFP

to collaborate with business and government leaders on redevelopment of

economically depressed areas of Los Angeles.

• I am currently consulting on national policy with the Centers for Disease

Control, the National Institute for Justice, the National Institute for

Mental Health, and several foundations. I serve on the board of directors

of the Family Violence Prevention Fund (which is directed by another fel-

low) and on a National Academy of Nursing panel on violence. I see a

synergistic relationship between my work and the fellowship experience. I

started doing more policy work during the fellowship, and that has

increased over time. It’s now an integral part of what I do.

• KNFP broadened my perspectives and expanded my interests and knowl-

edge about politics and public policy so that I could become an effective

advocate on children’s issues in my state and nationally. I am a member of

the North Carolina 2000 Committee, providing consultation on legisla-
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tion on education and children’s welfare, making public presentations,

and developing resource materials for distribution through the North

Carolina Cooperative Extension Services.

• The fellowship helped me to become more active and effective on policy

matters related to geology – such as working on regulatory policies related

to earthquakes, landslides, and other potential hazards affecting this region.

• During the fellowship I learned about public policy relevant to nursing

home reform. I have continued to work with the U.S. Health Care

Finance Administration (HCFA) on this issue, including a recent

appointment to an advisory committee to the director of HCFA. This is

a direct outgrowth of my Kellogg fellowship experience.

Attaining Positions of Increased Leadership Responsibility

One indicator – but only one – of KNFP’s effectiveness at enhancing the abil-

ity of fellows to provide leadership in all sectors of society is how rapidly fellows

advanced into positions of increasing organizational leadership responsibility

and, more specifically, the degree to which they attributed their advancement

at least in part to the personal and professional development that occurred for

them during their Kellogg fellowships. As Table 13 shows, just under half of the

fellows reported in the year following completion of their fellowships that

KNFP had helped them either “very much” (22 percent) or “somewhat” (26 per-

cent) to attain positions of leadership. The data also reflect KNFP’s increasing

emphasis upon (and success with) leadership development over the years:

more than twice as many fellows in Groups 11 through 15 reported that

KNFP had helped them “very much” to attain positions of leadership as com-

pared with fellows from the first four groups: 30 percent versus 14 percent. 

Table 13. Looking back, has your experience as a Kellogg Fellow helped

you attain positions of organizational or professional leadership? (percent)

KNFP Groups

1 – 4 5 – 10 11 – 15 Total

Very much 14 21 30 22

Somewhat 23 32 23 26

Slightly 41 26 12 25

No effect 22 21 35 26

Negative effect 0 0 0 0

100 100 100 99
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Furthermore, KNFP’s impact is long lasting. Recontacted seven to eight years

after completing their fellowships, one-third of members of Groups 5 through

10 reported that their KNFP experiences helped them “very much” to move

into formal positions of leadership, and another 35 percent reported that KNFP

had helped “somewhat” in that regard. Fellows’ post-KNFP movement into offi-

cial positions of leadership include:

Nonprofit Sector

• 41 presidents, chief executive officers, or executive directors

• 10 vice presidents or senior executive positions

• 20 directors or program officers

Government

• 7 U.S. government executive branch appointees

• 4 leaders in state, county, and municipal government

• 3 superintendents of school districts

Private Sector

• 6 presidents or chief executive officers

• 3 vice presidents or directors

Academia

• 1 university regent 

• 10 college or university presidents

• 2 chancellors

• 15 provosts, vice provosts, vice presidents, or vice chancellors

• 2 chiefs, university hospitals

• 21 deans

• 16 associate or assistant deans

• 42 directors of university-based educational, research, or clinical programs

It is also worth noting that 15 Kellogg fellows undertook leadership positions at

the W.K. Kellogg Foundation following completion of their fellowships. In addi-

tion, as many as 40 leadership development programs have been founded or sig-

nificantly expanded as a direct consequence of fellows’ participation in KNFP.

These include: the National Rites of Passage Institute; the Asian Pacific American

Women’s Leadership Institute; the National Community for Latino Leadership;

the California Agricultural Leadership Program; the Commonwealth Fellowship

Program (Kentucky); the Interdisciplinary Doctoral Program for Educational
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Leaders, at Duquesne University (Pennsylvania); Leadership Park City (Utah);

the Center for Leadership Studies, at Birmingham Southern College (Alabama);

and Building Bridges (Massachusetts.). 

By way of example, the National Rites of Passage Institute was founded by

Paul Hill, who is executive director of the East End Neighborhood House in

Cleveland, Ohio, and a Group 10 Kellogg fellow. A licensed social worker and

author of the 1992 book, Coming of Age, Hill founded Rites of Passage in

1993. The program, which began in Cleveland and has spread nationally,

helps participants to achieve their full personal potential by learning about

African culture and history within a context that emphasizes academic

achievement and career development. Hill credits KNFP with helping to

shape and refine his programs and ideas. The fellowship enabled him to travel

worldwide “to study male socialization among indigenous cultures and how

those cultures promote positive social behaviors for the benefit of the commu-

nity.” Hill said that his fellowship not only inspired his own work but also

that of his family. For example, one of his daughters joined the Peace Corps.

Another outcome of his Kellogg experience has been his increasing use of the

Internet as a vehicle for sharing ideas and information. So far, Rites of Passage

has trained more than 800 adults nationwide, and they in turn have provided

services to about 10,000 young people throughout the U.S. and Canada.

Other Paths to Leadership

KNFP encouraged fellows to appreciate that leadership can occur from anywhere

within an organization and not from formally designated positions of power

or authority alone. Fully 57 percent of KNFP fellows judged that the program

helped them either “very much” (30 percent) or “somewhat” (27 percent) to

provide leadership “in ways other than through formal position” – see Table 14.

The positive trend in fellows’ judgments of KNFP impact is even stronger with

respect to nonpositional leadership than it is for attaining formal positions of

leadership (Table 13), evidence that changes in the content and emphases of the

program over time – and in the composition of the entering groups of fellows –

enhanced the program’s efficacy with respect to this key objective. Recontacted

seven to eight years after completing their fellowships, a whopping 98 percent

of members of Groups 5 through 10 reported that, in retrospect, their KNFP

experiences had helped them “very much” (54 percent) or “somewhat” (44

percent) “to lead in ways other than through formal position.”
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Table 14. Looking back, how much did your Kellogg Fellowship help

you to lead in ways other than through formal position? (percent)

KNFP Groups

1 – 4 5 – 10 11 – 15 Total

Very much 14 21 30 22

Somewhat 23 32 23 26

Slightly 41 26 12 25

No effect 22 21 35 26

Negative effect 0 0 0 0

100 100 100 99

Here are a some of the many examples that fellows reported of how they have

provided leadership, and in ways that they trace back to their experiences as

Kellogg fellows:

• My work as the director of a citywide literacy agency requires that I look

for new and creative ways to promote literacy. Our work is informed by

the collaborative, multidisciplinary leadership philosophy I developed

while a Kellogg fellow. This year, we took the leadership role in a “Literacy

through the Arts” initiative in partnership with the Cumberland Chamber

Orchestra, Nashville Ballet, the Tennessee Repertory Theatre, and the pub-

lic school system. I credit the Kellogg fellowship with enabling me to look

“outside the box” for new possibilities for collaborative leadership. My

agency won an Award of Excellence in nonprofit management for the col-

laborative activities in which we engage.

• Leadership is not something you put on, like a suit. It is part of who you

are. It has to be a continuing thing. I’m an introvert by nature, as I learned

in KNFP. I learned how to be a bit more assertive about things I feel strong-

ly about and also to help other people make a difference and provide direc-

tion.  I’m developing a plan for a fife and drum corps of young African-

Americans to reenact music of the Union Army regiments of freed slaves.

They’ll learn history, travel a bit, gain recognition, and perform music.

• I am the chair of Safe Place, a home that takes in abused women. I learned

about this opportunity through KNFP contacts. I’m part of a group that

convenes monthly to discuss ways to provide community leadership. 

• KNFP enabled me to take a broader and more hopeful direction in my

work to improve the health and living standards of Native Americans. My

interaction with fellows and Foundation staff stimulated my thinking and
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broke me out of my shell. I work with my own tribe and with others,

troubleshooting and providing technical assistance, and I lobby legisla-

tive committees that deal with Indian affairs.

• I proposed and worked with others to begin a new undergraduate pro-

gram emphasizing the development of leaders. The program serves

minority students and is modeled after KNFP.

• I serve as president of our state organization of black public administra-

tors, an outgrowth of my KNFP experience. I’ve also become the first

Muslim chaplain for the Phoenix International Airport.

• I have been a leader in the community of my race and social class. I have

been asked to come to meetings of Civil Rights Commission on Spanish-

Speaking Affairs to see to it that this program is not dismantled. I was a

leader in getting the name of a local street changed to Caesar Chavez

Avenue. 

• I’ve begun writing a column for the local newspaper (60,000 sub-

scribers). I make regular presentations on local issues, leadership devel-

opment, and community development. The KNFP seminars have

proven to be very helpful in all of this.

• I’m a minister in my church and am also involved with a group called

Building Bridges, which works with African-American youth in the

Boston area. Building Bridges is the kind of thing I would never have

done before KNFP. I spend perhaps 30 hours each month on it now.

• I developed an interest and expertise in rural development issues through

my Kellogg fellowship. As a result, I became part of a collaboration with

members of the Society of Saint Andrew to establish the Potato Project,

which gathers substandard and unharvested produce to give to needy

people locally, throughout the U.S. and internationally. 

• The KNFP focus on leadership inspired and equipped me to help found

an Association of Concerned African-Americans in my community. The

organization provides mentoring and role models for young African-

American males, linking area college students and professionals with K-6

students.

• I helped form a youth development and education organization in my

community. KNFP broadened my knowledge about the challenges that

impoverished children face and instilled in me the self-confidence to

form the organization. I work with children and schools in my commu-

nity and educate the public through presentations to local groups.
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• My work to establish a women’s Safe House and resource center were

motivated by my KNFP experience – especially the idea that one can

make a difference and should not wait for someone else to act. I helped in

raising funds to establish the Safe House, I serve on its board of directors,

and I’m active at the resource center in a variety of capacities, including

seminar planning and public speaking.

Combining fellows’ responses to the two questions about KNFP impact upon

their leadership, Table 15 shows that nine out of ten fellows reported that the

program had helped them to become leaders either by achieving positions of

organizational leadership or by helping them to provide leadership in other

ways. Thirty-eight percent said that KNFP had helped them “very much” in

that regard, and 28 percent said that the program had helped “somewhat.” In

light of the strong trends of increasing program impact with successive KNFP

groups that were evidenced in the preceding two tables, it comes as no surprise

that the trend is evident in Table 15, as well.

Table 15. Fellows’ evaluations of the extent to which KNFP helped them to

become leaders either through formal position or in other ways (percent)

KNFP Groups

1 – 4 5 – 10 11 – 15 Total

Very much 21 30 50 38

Somewhat 26 34 23 28

Slightly 42 23 11 24

No effect 11 12 7 10

Negative effect 0 0 0 0

100 99 91 100

Continuing Collaborations among Fellows

In the 1996 follow-up survey, 40 percent of responding fellows reported collabo-

rating with at least one other Kellogg fellow on a project or activity in the pre-

ceding 12 months (see Figure 2). Continuing collaboration was evident even

among fellows from the earliest KNFP groups. The results were much the same

when fellows from Groups 7 through 12 were recontacted in 1998: just under

half of the responding fellows (48 percent) reported having collaborated in the

preceding year with another fellow, even as long as nine years after completing

their fellowships.
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Figure 2. In the past 12 months, have you collaborated with other

Kellogg fellows on any projects or activities? (percent).

Examples of recent collaborations among KNFP fellows include the following:

• Twenty-three fellows reported collaborating on meetings and conferences

during the preceding year, including meetings on violence prevention,

leadership and spirituality, conflict resolution in health care, and an

international women’s conference. 

• Group 5 fellows continued to meet as part of a seminar on leadership

development that they organized while they were completing their three-

year programs. 

• Two fellows – one from Group 9 and one from Group 2 – worked together

through the Maine Mathematics and Science Alliance on standards for

professional preparation of mathematics and science teachers and faculty.

• Nine fellows reported collaborations in co-authoring books, mono-

graphs, and grant proposals in such areas as HIV/AIDS education, lead-

ership development, literacy programs, and higher education. 

• Two fellows co-taught in the National Diversity and Public Problem-

Solving Summer School at Radcliffe College. “The summer school is an

intensive, eight-day workshop for faculty and research program directors.

The school provides in-depth coverage of the research on race, gender,

and ethnicity and creates a framework for faculty to revise their course

syllabi and research program directors to revise their research projects to

reflect what they learn at the school. The Kellogg Foundation is sending

two program officers to the summer school.”

• Two fellows helped establish the Presidio Leadership Center. 
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• Fellows are working together to develop at least a dozen new organizations

and applied projects on such topics as agricultural leadership, violence pre-

vention, helping at-risk youth, and nurturing small business start-ups in

Central and South America.

• With encouragement from KNFP staff, active post-fellowship groups have

been established in five regions of the U.S.

• Five fellows collaborated on various programs aimed at the Latino popula-

tion, including a large project in East Los Angeles focusing on economic

development and employment.

• A team of fellows worked together on an ecotourism project for the

Galapagos Islands.

• Three fellows have adopted a school in Ghana, providing resource materials.

• Fellows in the Atlanta area collaborated with a KNFP adviser to establish a

community mediation center that has convened sessions on a number of

regional issues, including racial and sexual discrimination and economic

development.

• San Francisco Bay Area fellows continue to be active on a range of collabo-

rative projects, including disability issues, food and hunger, and projects

involving the Asian community. One Bay Area fellow noted in the 1998

follow-up survey that in the preceding year he had attended the KNFP

Group 5 annual leadership seminar, served as keynote speaker for the

California Agricultural Leadership Program (directed by another Kellogg

fellow), participated in the annual conference of the Violence Prevention

Initiative (involving two other fellows), and collaborated with other fel-

lows to organize a retreat on “Body, Mind, Spirit and Community.”

• Fellows collaborate either on an ad hoc or continuing basis with at least six

WKKF initiatives – in leadership development, agriculture and food sys-

tems, African-American youth, education, and public health.
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Recommendations for Improving

Leadership Development Programming

While not claiming to offer a blueprint for leadership development, the 20 year

experience of the Kellogg National Fellowship Program provides some insights

that may be of use to others interested in leadership and its development.10 In

part, these insights arise of out program experiences that led to success, as this

evaluation has demonstrated; but they also reflect lessons learned from a

process of trial and error – lots of trials, and plenty of errors – in which pro-

gram staff and fellows engaged over the years. The learning curve was particu-

larly steep in KNFP’s early years, when it was breaking new paths to under-

standing the nature of leadership and ways to build leadership capacities.

Recruit Broadly, Select Carefully

The careful and conscious process of selecting participants is essential to the

success of a leadership development program. Select participants who have the

potential to gain from the experience and who also show evidence that they

can contribute something unique to the development of other participants,

and the program itself. Pay careful attention to assembling a diverse ensemble

of capable individuals. Diversity is essential to creating a leadership learning

community, and if there is one message that emerges most emphatically from

the KNFP evaluation, it is that the power of the program to enhance and

inspire leadership increased in direct proportion to the diversity of the groups.

Indeed, one fellow observed that if KNFP had done nothing more than con-

vene as diverse, distinguished, and thoughtful a group as he had the honor to

be part of, it would have accomplished something very valuable in furthering

his group’s leadership development.

Diversity Complicates, But It’s Worth It

Diversity dramatically increases the potential for program effectiveness – and

also for program challenges. To a fair extent, KNFP’s desire to foster new

understandings of leadership in a diverse society outpaced its expertise and

confidence in accomplishing that objective. Fellows honored their relationship

to the program by drawing attention to that mismatch. The program learned

much as a result, and the more recent KNFP groups benefited from the

insights of their predecessors. The lesson from KNFP’s experience is that if
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you decide to engage in the serious business of leadership development for a

diverse society, you will make mistakes, even some painful ones. The trick is to

acknowledge those mistakes nondefensively, learn from them, and persevere.

• We fellows struggled as a microcosm of society with issues of race, class,

and gender – for example, how can all people have a voice in society?

This has had an impact on my work, my family, and my life. It was a

transformative experience.

• I thought I knew a lot about cultural diversity before I came into KNFP. I

live and work in a very diverse community. But the fellowship exposed me

to a much wider set of diversity issues – to Native Americans, to African-

Americans, to other cultures around the world, to corporations and the

business world. I acquired a much deeper appreciation for the unique per-

spectives and challenges that different groups have.

• KNFP broadened and expanded my experience. I got to engage in meaning-

ful dialogue with people of different ethnicities, races, nations, and social

classes. I came into the fellowship with a strong commitment to work with

the underserved, but my window of understanding, my life experience, was

limited, myopic.  I feel more authentically grounded in my commitment as

a result of my fellowship experiences. Also, although I am a fairly die-hard

liberal, I become more tolerant and less dismissive of conservative points of

view. I learned that the world is not as black and white as I thought it was.

Seek Solutions to Unproductive Stress

Leadership by its nature changes people, situations, and relationships; and

change necessarily entails risks and stress. Some risks are worth taking, others

not. Some stresses are essential to a process of adaptive change, while others are

counterproductive and should be acknowledged and addressed. 

Being a Kellogg fellow periodically made substantial demands upon participants’

time and energy, and the fellowship carried with it the potential for inflicting

stress upon fellows’ personal lives. In fact, three out of four fellows said that they

had experienced significant personal stress during their fellowships and that the

program was either the primary or a contributing source. KNFP became signifi-

cantly more family-friendly as staff came to recognize that – as fellows had long

said – the program could be more effective in promoting leadership if it was

mindful of the broader context in which fellows lived and worked. In that

regard, fellows also pointed out that in many cases their employing institutions

did not fully understand what fellows were doing in the program or how it

might benefit the employer. Program staff and fellows devised the idea of having

a senior program adviser or Kellogg Foundation officer visit each fellow’s home

institution to promote mutual understanding and positive relationships. 
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The message is that leadership programs should acknowledge the stresses they

can create, fully inform applicants of the risks, and seek ways of mitigating the

counterproductive stresses.

Encourage an Authentic Learning Community

If leadership is truly relational, then its development proceeds best within a

group setting – ideally a cohort that learns together over an extended period of

time. Leadership involves trust, and trusting relationships do not manifest them-

selves without intentional time and space. One of the strongest elements within

KNFP was the group dynamics and interaction that occurred within the created

space of the three-year program. Model collaborative leadership within a com-

munity of co-learners include making good use of the expertise and insights of

participants and provide opportunities for participants to engage in leadership.

Be open to unplanned opportunities for learning, and exploit them. Focus not

merely on the transfer of information but on learning together.

• Being part of a group of visionary people showed me that I wasn’t alone.

I also learned that, as a leader, you have to bring others along with you,

not just be out there by yourself.

• From another fellow, I learned about rural, white poverty – something I

knew nothing about. I learned a lot about others’ worlds – their values. I

learned about different environments, so that we fellows can give back to

the world as broadened leaders.
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Experiential Learning is Key

If we know anything about adult learning, it is that the most effective approach

to mastery and understanding is through direct, guided experience (Kolb,

1984). As a direct result of fellows’ recommendations, KNFP increasingly

emphasized hands-on, practical leadership development, with less reliance upon

lectures and passive learning. Fellows also said they were eager for opportunities

to put to use their leadership capacities and substantive knowledge for public

good. Subsequently, the program was revised to offer such an opportunity.

Experiences across social and economic lines and international boundaries pro-

vided perspective to emerging leaders. Historical commitments to Latin America

and the Caribbean on the part of the Kellogg Foundation led the fellowship

program to include an international seminar in Latin America. The diversity of

Central and South America provided a fertile environment for a variety of expe-

riences as fellows became involved in learning about the challenges – political,

social, economic, cultural, and spiritual – from the people of that region.

• No amount of intellectual learning can substitute for direct experience. I

happened to be staying in Soweto, South Africa, during the same time I

was also trying to create a new community organization in Camden, New

Jersey. What I witnessed in South Africa helped me to re-think how to

involve people in Camden in finding their own solutions.

• The poverty seminar was the first time I had ever been in a soup kitchen.

It opened my eyes to an entirely new world. The trip to Brazil exposed me

first-hand to problems of third world poverty, which has since become an

important focus of my work.

• We met with President Carter, with Rigoberto Menchu, with indigenous

leaders in Africa, leaders of women’s groups, religious leaders in Turkey,

shoeshine kids in Peru – learning from all of these experiences. It’s incon-

ceivable that I would have been able to have these experiences without the

fellowship.

• As a chemical engineer, I was first introduced to Latin American culture

and business through my KNFP-sponsored trips there. As a result, I

helped to establish an outreach program in Latin American studies at my

university. In the program, engineering students collaborate on projects in

which they use their technical knowledge to address social problems, as

part of their work toward their degrees in engineering. They have worked

with environmental experts, business leaders, and government officials on

a number of projects in Ecuador, including the environmental impact of

oil pipelines, the impact of local industry on water quality, and public

transportation.
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Affirmation Enhances Leadership Effectiveness

Traditional positional leadership has been seen as the standard from which

most leaders are identified and operate. The Kellogg experience demonstrated

that affirming leaders – whatever their status or position in an organization –

enhances their leadership effectiveness. Fellows reported that the affirmation

of being a Kellogg fellow did much to inspire and authenticate their roles as

leaders.

• To have others validate your values and your work was very liberating. It

took away the self-doubt that comes from having grown up in one place

and not having been many other places. I came out of it stronger, yet

also more humble. I learned that in some ways I had been afraid of suc-

cess, and that you succeed by using the skills and talents that you have

rather than forever worrying about your limitations. 

Encourage the Inner Work of Leadership

A defining characteristic of leadership is that it involves working with others

to achieve shared objectives. Leaders must build and sustain relationships with

others in order to be effective. That requires a bone-deep respect for the

integrity of each person, and it requires a commitment to developing within

oneself what Daniel Goleman (1994, 1998) calls “emotional intelligence” –

self-awareness, self-regulation, motivation, empathy, and social skill – because

those qualities are key to fostering productive relationships. Attention to the

moral, ethical, and spiritual dimensions of leadership development is crucial,

and leaders increasingly acknowledge the importance of a spiritual dimension

within their leadership development. The leadership journey is thus both an

internal and external experience. Kellogg fellows reported that the internal

journey is the more difficult of the two, but also the most life changing.
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Through the planning and utilization of small-group activities, Kellogg fellows

asserted repeatedly that spirituality and ethical issues were essential to their devel-

opment as leaders. In this regard, safeguarding a “hospitable space for disciplined

reflection” was an indispensable element of KNFP. Participants must be able to

extricate themselves from day-to-day demands in order to engage in thoughtful

reflection, both alone and in dialogue with others. Kellogg fellows indicated that

among the most important elements in enhancing their effectiveness and insight

was this dedicated time for professional and personal development.

• The fellowship provided time for personal reflection – the inner journey of

leadership. This led to a quiet sense of self-assurance. I learned that if you

take the time to connect with other people, great things are possible.

• KNFP gave me an opportunity to find myself and to understand what

motivated me. I’m more comfortable with myself as a result. The interna-

tional trips provided a setting to reflect on spiritual issues, my place in the

world, and what I should be doing.

• I realized that my leadership suffers when my own life is out of balance.

My ability to listen well to others, to think creatively, and look beyond

win-lose scenarios is affected if I am not “centered.” I think this is an

important insight for leaders generally. I need to take time out for myself,

through exercise and prayer. I am better at seeing what I need to do and,

even more, what I don’t need to do. I will offer my services more readily

now rather than wait to be asked. 
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Leadership Development Cannot be Neutral

Leadership must have a purpose, and purposes inevitably derive from values.

As a national leadership program, KNFP was grounded in a particular set of

values, including democratic governance, liberty, justice, equity, and respect

for fundamental human rights. In particular, Kellogg fellows in every group

demonstrated a deep commitment to the pursuit of social justice, political

equality, and economic opportunity for all. Those beliefs provided a funda-

mental basis upon which leaders acted in order to build capacity – in them-

selves and in others.

• The fellowship broadened my views of other faiths and of the role that reli-

gious extremism can have in cultivating violence. It was a powerful discov-

ery, seeing people engineer riots in the slums of India and incite mob

behavior toward destruction. The question is, how can spiritual leaders

combat such evil?  KNFP gave me first-hand experience in working toward

interfaith harmony in India and Pakistan and working with other interna-

tional agencies. It also gave me some perspective on other countries –

Guatemala and Somalia, for example – through my work with Local

Capacities for Peace.

Leadership Development Occurs within a Context 

Leadership development does not take place within a vacuum. Leadership

takes on greater meaning when connected to specific disciplinary and interdis-

ciplinary topics and issues. The KNFP seminars were oriented towards topics

and issues connected to Kellogg Foundation programming interests and fellows’

passions. The program provided fellows with the opportunity to experience

and immerse themselves in the issues of their day. This operational precept

was based on the dictum that today’s problems cannot be understood, let

alone addressed effectively, within any single discipline.

• I had always been a hard-driving individual, with little tolerance for peo-

ple with opinions different from my own. KNFP changed all that. It

taught me how to listen, how to respect and learn from other points of

view. The other fellows and the people we met in our travels and semi-

nars exposed me to a wide range of new insights. For example, I had

been to New Orleans perhaps 20 times prior to our KNFP seminar

there. But until then, I had never really seen New Orleans – the people,

the neighborhoods, the social and environmental issues they face.
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• More than anything else, the fellowship taught me to suspend judgment in

order to gain understanding. It taught me more about meaningful and

respectful dialogue. I had the opportunity to meet experts on housing and

education issues, domestically and internationally. I got to look cross-cul-

turally at business practices, social relations, and core values.

Mentors Matter

Leaders thrive when they have mentors to guide, counsel, and coach them. An

essential element of leadership development is access to experienced leaders who

have successfully undertaken their own journeys and are able to share their wis-

dom and help others to grow. KNFP provided this opportunity through a select

group of veteran leaders drawn from a variety of disciplines, backgrounds, and

experiences. Coupled with the KNFP staff and Kellogg Foundation program

directors, these advisers offered fellows a framework for listening and sharing

ideas and counsel.

• I very much appreciated the mentors who challenged my thinking about

leadership. I came to understand that leadership is situational – the same

approach or model of leadership is not useful in all situations. I came to

understand that the best leader is one who knows how to be a follower

sometimes and that leadership entails helping others to develop their own

leadership.
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Conclusions

From its beginning, the Kellogg National Fellowship Program maintained a

flexible and adaptive approach to leadership development while remaining con-

stant in its assertion that leadership matters, that the complexity of issues

affecting people today and in the future requires the application of knowledge

and wisdom arising from a wide range of disciplinary and cultural perspectives,

and that in order to accomplish positive change leadership must be grounded

in a basic respect for human dignity and a sense of fairness and justice.

Fifteen years’ worth of data, including follow-up information collected as long

as 13 years after participants had completed their fellowships, demonstrates

emphatically that, despite the occasional misstep, the program substantially

met or exceeded the ambitious goals it set for itself. Kellogg fellows effectively

used the fellowship experience to broaden their understandings of complex

social issues, hone their personal leadership potential, and expand their knowl-

edge of the intellectual bases of leadership. The passion to “make a difference”

is a shared value among an otherwise very diverse and eclectic group. 

The perspectives of that widely diverse group – diverse in terms of race, eth-

nicity, gender, belief systems, and professional backgrounds – provided ines-

timable richness to the dialogues that took place within the program.

Becoming a community of learners is a difficult task and one with which the

fellows in each group grappled. But grapple with it they did; and the fellows,
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the program, and the Foundation learned much as a result. KNFP evolved into

becoming a singularly important vehicle for fostering leadership among con-

stituencies that are underserved by traditional “executive training” programs,

namely community-based organizations and people of color.

If the findings of the longitudinal evaluation of the Kellogg National Fellowship

Program can be summed up in a single sentence, it is that even years after com-

pleting their tenures in the program, fellows credited it with broadening their per-

spectives on a range of human and social issues, helping them to develop new

skills and competencies that continue to be useful in their post-fellowship work,

embedding them in a network of leaders in universities, government, business,

and other professions, and, especially, encouraging and facilitating their ability to

take action as leaders. Fellows’ comments in these regards were not mere plati-

tudes. Fellows provided a wealth of specific examples of ways in which the KNFP

experience influenced their attitudes about themselves and their relationships to

the world around them, stimulated them to take on leadership roles, and yielded

more than a few triumphs in their efforts to make their communities, nation, and

world better than they found them.
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Notes

1. While emphasizing the distinction between a new paradigm that conceives of leadership

primarily as a quality of social organizations and an old one that views leadership as a prop-

erty possessed by particular individuals, it’s worth pointing out that the “new” paradigm has

roots that extend deeply into some elements of the leadership literature of this century, not

to mention into cultures and practices that are perhaps as old as human history. In 1951,

Cattell defined leadership as whatever or whoever contributes to the group’s performance:

it is the group’s “syntality,” resulting from its members and the relations among them (in

Bass, 1990). Sherif and Sherif (1956) offered that leadership occurs within the scheme of

group relations and is defined by reciprocal expectations between leaders and other mem-

bers. For that matter, Boyte and Kari (1996) describe how residents of an impoverished

neighborhood in East Brooklyn drew upon the Old Testament story of Nehemiah as a

model for collaborative, community-based leadership.

2. A number of research team members have participated in the KNFP evaluation over the

years, including Regina Baker; Marsha Dutton, PhD; Eric Mackey, PhD; Harvey

Schuckman, PhD; Steven Severin (KNFP 10); Laura Stoker, PhD; and, especially, Merle

Feldbaum, who has had primary responsibility for data archiving, analysis, and project

administration for most of its history. At the W.K. Kellogg Foundation, KNFP directors

Larraine Matusak and Roger Sublett provided unwavering support for the research effort,

even when – and especially when – the annual evaluation reports contained some quite

critical assessments of the program.

3. The argument laid out here owes much to Lisbeth Schorr (1995). It is worthwhile to quote

at length from her presentation to the Annie E. Casey Foundation:

The conventions that have governed impact evaluations have systematically defined

out of contention precisely the interventions that sophisticated funders and pro-

gram people consider most promising ... Effective programs are adapted to respond

to particular sites, families, and individuals; they change over time, with continuing

mid-course corrections to raise the odds of success; they are comprehensive, complex,

interactive, and multi-faceted; they include efforts to change community conditions;

they recognize their dependence on macroeconomic and other large social forces;

and they count on being able to make operational decisions locally.

So how did we get into this mess, where the very characteristics that make for good

programs also make them “unevaluatable?” ... In my view, the origin of the problem

was the fledgling evaluation industry’s reliance on the biomedical, experimental model

as the sole basis for understanding social and human service programs. This model ...

assumes the presence of a pre-made service [that] need only be administered in the

right dosages to ensure success for interchangeable customers. The client may –

indeed should – remain patient and passive until his or her medicine arrives ...”

So what happened to the programs with the attributes most likely to change out-

comes – because they were customized to respond to individuals and families ...

and to respond to diverse communities each with their own needs and strengths,

because they consisted of many parts that interacted with one another, because

they were designed to change environments and not just individuals? Such pro-

grams were either deemed not “evaluatable” and therefore not evaluated, or they

were judged not to be susceptible to an impact evaluation, and therefore subject to

a process evaluation only, or their sponsors were persuaded to simplify and narrow
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them and standardize them to make them “evaluatable” – and then, lo and behold,

they were found to be unsuccessful in changing outcomes!

I believe that the big funders, public and philanthropic, whose pressures were shaping

evaluation, might have questioned their assumptions and seen the folly of constraining

interventions in that way, had they not been so eager to seem as hard-headed as their

physical and biological scientist colleagues. But they concluded that the aura of science

and the sheen of certainty that the early evaluators offered made up for any constraints

the evaluators might impose on program design. They thrived on their emulation of

the “hard” sciences, on using an experimental approach that would “approximate a lab-

oratory setting as closely as possible.” They built their reputation for scientific objectivity

on experimental design and became “preoccupied with its requisites: finite, measurable

program goals; discernible program components; the ability to control for internal and

contextual contingencies; and generalizability across locality.”

... In focusing on impacts and combining new and old approaches to evaluation, the

new evaluators may offer less certainty – especially about causal attribution. But the

information they bring to the table can be not only rich but also rigorous. And that

rich and rigorous data can provide a solid basis for insight and further learning, and

thereby lead to effective action on urgent social problems.

4. One other factor probably contributed to the exceptional candor that fellows manifested in

their participation in the evaluation. The KNFP directors (Matusak and Sublett) invited

Markus as lead evaluator to participate in major elements of the program, right along with

the fellows. Markus went through orientation week with members of Group 11 and partici-

pated in the international seminars in Chile with Group 10. He also attended six small-

group and cross-group gatherings with fellows, and other members of the evaluation team

attended some of these gatherings, also. Not only was this participant observation invaluable

in providing a direct insight into the program’s operation, on the whole it also fostered an

unusual degree of mutual trust and rapport between fellows and the evaluation team.

5. Members of KNFP Groups 1 through 8 responded to the summary impact item in both the

1992 and 1994 follow-up surveys, thereby permitting an assessment of the longitudinal stability

of their responses. As it turned out, their responses were remarkably stable over time (r = .83),

indicating that fellows’ judgments about KNFP’s long-term personal impact are quite firmly held. 

6. Specifically, seven to ten years after completing their fellowships, 63 percent of fellows from

Groups 1 through 4 and 77 percent of fellows from Groups 5 through 10 indicated in the

follow-up surveys that KNFP had broadened their perspectives on human and social issues

“very much.”

7. This analysis was inspired by conversations with Kellogg fellows Anthony Deifell, Melinda

Lackey, and Carlos Monteagudo.

8. Additional information on Partners In Health may be found at its website: http://pih.org.

9. Additional Information about the Atlanta Community Food Bank may be found at its

website: http://www.acfb.org.

10. This section draws extensively on Beineke and Sublett (1999).
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